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The differences and similarities of Internal Transport Barrier (ITB) between tokamak and helical
plasmas are reviewed. By comparing the characteristics of ITBs in tokamak and helical plasmas,
the physics mechanism for the ITB formation and dynamics are clarified. The ITB is defined
as the appearance of discontinuity of temperature, flow velocity, or density gradient in radius.
From the radial profiles of temperature, flow velocity and density the ITB is characterized by three
parameters of normalized temperature gradient, R/LT , the location, ρITB, and the width, W/a and
can be expressed by ‘weak’ ITB (small R/LT ) or ‘strong’ (large R/LT ), ‘small’ ITB (small ρITB)
or ‘large’ ITB (large ρITB), and ‘narrow’ (small W/a) or ‘wide’ (large W/a). Three key physics
elements for the ITB formation, radial electric field shear, magnetic shear, and rational surface
(and/or magnetic island) are described. The characteristics of electron and ion heat transport and
electron and impurity transport are reviewed. There are significant differences in ion heat transport
and electron heat transport. The dynamics of ITB formation and termination is also discussed. The
emergence location of ITB is sometime far inside the ITB foot in the steady state phase and the
ITB region shows the radial propagation during the formation of ITB. The non-diffusive terms in
momentum transport and impurity transport become more dominant in the plasma with ITB. The
reversal of the sign of non-diffusive terms in momentum transport and impurity transport associated
with the formation of ITB reported in helical plasma is described. The non-local transport plays
an important role in determining the radial profile of temperature and density. The spontaneous
change in temperature curvature (second radial derivative of temperature) in the ITB region is
described. In addition, the key parameter of internal transport barrier control and future prospects
is discussed.
PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 52.55.Hc, 52.25.Fi, 52.50.Gj, 52.50.Qt, 52.50.Sw, 52.30.-q
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Transport in toroidal plasmas
A toroidal plasma confined by a strong magnetic field
with torus topology is one of the most promising con-
cept for nuclear fusion reactor in future, because torus
topology has no magnetic field connecting to the vac-
uum vessel and there is no loss channel along the mag-
netic field except at the plasma edge, In this system,
the energy loss from the plasma is perpendicular to the
torus surface, which is called magnetic flux surface, and
finite gradients of the plasma parameter such as density
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and temperature are sustained by the particle and heat
flux which is supplied by fueling and heating or nuclear
fusion reaction in future device. Therefore the under-
standing of the relation between particle/heat flux and
density/temperature gradient is crucial to give a good
prospect for the performance of nuclear fusion reactor
in future. This flux-gradient relations between particle,
momentum, electron/ion heat flux and density, toroidal
rotation velocity, and electron/ion temperature gradi-
ent are called as particle, toroidal momentum, and elec-
tron/ion heat transport, and have been intensively stud-
ied in experiment and theory [1]. Although these trans-
ports are not independent, a simple diffusion model for
each relation, particle flux vs density gradient, toroidal
momentum flux vs toroidal velocity gradient, electron
heat flux vs electron temperature gradient, ion heat flux
vs ion temperature gradient is adapted for simplicity.
The coupling between the transport is considered as addi-
tional terms, which are the so-called convection or non-
diffusive term of the transport, or is included as a pa-
rameter dependence of transport coefficients of diffusion
(D), perpendicular viscosity (µ⊥) and electron thermal
diffusivity (χe), and ion thermal diffusivity (χi).
The radial fluxes of particle (Γ), momentum (Pϕ), and
electron and ion heat transport (Qe,Qi) can be expressed














= −µ⊥∇Vϕ + VpinchVϕ + ΓRSϕ (2)
where mi, Vϕ, Vpinch , and Γ
RS
ϕ are ion mass, toroidal ro-
tation velocity, momentum pinch velocity, and radial flux
due to residual stress [3, 4]. (The perpendicular viscosity





where Te and Ti are electron and ion temperature, re-
spectively. These fluxes are determined by integrating
the particle source, S, toroidal torque, T , and heating








































In general, there are significant contribution of non-
diffusive term in particle and toroidal momentum trans-
port. The convection terms in the particle transport can
be inward (pinch) or outward (exhaust) by turbulence [2],
and the physics mechanism causing non-diffusive term of
toroidal momentum transport is complicated [4]. In con-
trast, the non-diffusive terms of electron/ion heat trans-
port are not so visible, although there were experimen-
tal results suggesting heat pinch for electron transport
[5, 6]. When the density, velocity, and temperature gra-
dient become large due to the decrease of the diffusion
coefficient, D, viscosity, µ⊥, and thermal diffusivity, χe,i,
the region in the plasma is called transport barrier. Al-
though the increase of the gradients results from the re-
duction of transport coefficients due to the change in tur-
bulence amplitude and phase, the direct measurements
of these transport coefficients from turbulence amplitude
and phase are extreamely challenging in experiment espe-
cially for the viscosity, µ⊥, and thermal diffusivity, χe,i.
Therefore, the transport coefficients are derived from the
ratio of the radial flux determined with the equations of
(4), (5), and (6) and the gradients measured using the
equations of (1), (2), and (3) in experiment. This is in
contrast to the transport coefficients directly calculated
from the gradients in the theory and simulation (the ra-
dial flux is the output not the input of simulation). Many
varieties of plasmas with an internal transport barrier
(ITB) have been discussed in previous review papers [7–
10] and the definition of ITB has not been unified because
of its variety. In this review paper, the discontinuity of
transport inside the plasma, which results in the discon-
tinuity of temperature or density gradient in radius, is
used to define the ITB plasma.
B. Edge transport barrier
The edge transport barrier (ETB) is characterized
by the abrupt reduction of thermal diffusivity near the
plasma edge. Because the reduction of edge thermal dif-
fusivity contributes to the formation of sharp temper-
ature and density gradients at the plasma edge, which
is called pedestal structure, the plasma kinetic energy
significantly increases associated with the formation of
ETB. Therefore the abrupt reduction of edge thermal
diffusivity is called as the transition from low confine-
ment mode (L-mode) to high confinement mode (H-
mode) [11, 12]. The radial electric field was found to
play an important role in the transition from L-mode to
H-modes [13, 14] and the turbulence suppression by the
E×B shear, so-called radial electric field (Er) shear, was
















FIG. 1: Radial profiles of density and temperature in the
plasma with (a) internal transport barrier (ITB) and (b)
edge transport barrier (ETB). Here W/a is ITB and pedestal
width, ρITB and ρETB is normalized minor radius of ITB and
ETB region, respectively and R/LT is normalized tempera-
ture gradient.
In the L-mode plasma, the thermal diffusivity increases
as the temperature and its gradient are increased. Be-
cause of the contribution of pressure gradient to the ra-
dial electric field, the radial electric field becomes larger
as the temperature gradient is increased. Then the larger
radial electric field and its gradient contribute to the
suppression of turbulence, reduction of thermal diffu-
sivity, and further increase of temperature gradient for
given heat flux. Because of this strong feedback process
the thermal diffusivity becomes smaller even with higher
temperature gradient during the formation of pedestal
after the transition from L-mode to H-mode. This feed-
back process has been recognized to be a key physics
mechanism to explain the simultaneous increase of radial
electric field and pressure gradient after the L to H-mode
transition.
C. Internal transport barrier
The radial profile of the plasma with ITB is charac-
terized by three parameters of normalized temperature
gradient, R/LT , the location, ρITB, and the width, W/a
as seen in figure 1. Here R, a, and ρ are major radius, mi-
nor radius, and normalized averaged minor radius of the
toroidal plasmas, respectively, and LT is a scale length
of temperature gradient defined by −T/∇T . When the
discontinuity of temperature gradient is large enough the
shoulder normalized minor radius, ρshoulder and the foot
point normalized minor radius ρfoot can be determined
by the radial profile of temperature. Then the normal-
ized minor radius width of reduced transport, W/a, is
determined by the distance between the shoulder and
foot point as ρfoot - ρshoulder and the location, ρITB and
ρETB, is defined by the center of ITB and ETB region












FIG. 2: Normalized temperature gradient, R/LT , in the pa-
rameter space of the ITB location (ρITB) and ITB width
(W/a) as defined in figure 1(a).
perature gradient is small, the shoulder and foot point
locations can be determined by studying the sign of the
temperature gradient dependence of thermal diffusivity,
because the sign becomes negative, ∂χ/∂(−∇T ) < 0 only
in the reduced transport region of ρshoulder < ρ < ρfoot.
In the ITB plasma where there is no clear shoulder ob-
served, the ρshoulder is set to be zero.
There are wide variations of the width and location
where the transport is reduced as 0.1 < W/a < 0.5 and
0.1 < ρITB < 0.6 in ITB plasma as seen in figure 2. This
is because there are various mechanisms which determine
the width and location of the reduced transport region
in the plasma core. In this review paper, the charac-
teristics of the ITB is expressed by ‘narrow’ or ‘wide’,
‘small’ or ‘large’, and ‘weak’ or ‘strong’. The ITB plas-
mas with small or large W/a are expressed by ‘narrow’
ITB or ‘wide’ ITB, the ITB plasmas with small or large
ρITB are expressed by ‘small’ ITB or ‘large’ ITB, and
the ITB plasmas with small or large R/LT are expressed
by ‘weak’ ITB or ‘strong’ ITB. The ‘wide’, ‘large’ and
medium R/LT (not too strong) ITB is most preferable
from the view point of good confinement, high MHD sta-
bility, and weak impurity accumulation [9].
The ITB plasma with large R/LT is not always good
performance as fusion device, because the ‘strong’ ITB
plasma often suffers collapse or termination due to the
large pressure gradient which exceeds the MHD stability
limit. Moreover, the ITB width tends to be ‘narrow’ as
the ITB becomes ‘strong’, as seen in figure 2. There-
fore, the central temperature in the plasma with ‘strong’
ITB is not always high and sometimes is comparable to
that in the plasma with ‘wide’, ‘large’, and ‘weak’ ITB.
In order to optimize the ITB plasma, it is important to
understand the physics mechanisms that determine the






FIG. 3: Radial profile of (a) electron density, (b) electron
temperature, and (c) ion temperature in supershot in TFTR
(from figure 2(a)(b)(c) in [17]).
D. Discovery of internal transport barrier
Although a density peaking in the plasma with central
fueling due to beam fueling or pellet injection was ob-
served in tokamaks in the early 1990s, the formation of
internal transport barrier (ITB) was not recognized and
the peaking was explained by the improved confinement
in the plasma core region [17–20]. Figure 3 shows the
radial profiles of electron density, temperature, and ion
temperature in the ‘supershot’ in TFTR. The ‘supershot’
discharge is characterized by highly peaked density and
pressure profile obtained by the core beam fueling with
low-recycling environment [17]. The density peaking pro-








FIG. 4: Radial profile of (a) soft x-ray emission in JT-60 and
(b) safety factor q profile, and (c) electron pressure in the
PEP mode plasma in JET (from figure 4(a) in [18], figure
5(a)(d) in [20]).
improvement similar to the discharge with pellet injec-
tion. The global energy confinement time in the ‘super-
shot’ is 2.5 times of L-mode and the enhancement factor
is comparable to that of H-mode plasma. Therefore, this
plasma was recognized as a new confinement mode dif-
ferent from the H-mode. The feature of the transport in
the ‘supershot’ is almost identical to that observed in the
‘small’ ITB, which was identified subsequently.
Figure 4 shows the radial profile of soft X-ray emis-
sion as an indication of electron pressure in the improved
confinement mode with pellet injection in JT-60 [18] and
radial profiles of safety factor q and pressure in the Pel-
let Enhanced Performance (PEP) mode in JET [19, 20].
The increase of pressure gradient after the pellet injec-




FIG. 5: Radial profile of (a) particle diffusion coefficient and
(d) ion thermal diffusivity and (c) safety factor q in TFTR
(from figure 5(a)(b) and figure 2 in [21]).
in the plasma core region. Although a discontinuity of
density or pressure gradient as seen in figure 1 is clearly
observed in JT-60 and JET plasma, it is not identified as
a foot point of internal transport barrier due to a lack of
transport analysis. It should be noted that the relation
between the foot point location and q profile is already
discussed and the role of rational surface and reversed
shear is pointed out. Peaked pressure profile is observed
inside the q =1 surface in JT-60 and in the region of re-
versed shear with q = 1 minimum in JET. These plasmas
are characterized by the peaked density and temperature
profiles with the ITB foot located at ρ ∼ 0.3 ( q = 1 ra-
tional surface ) and are categorized to the ‘small’ and
!"#$%&
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FIG. 6: Time evolution of (a) radial profiles of ion tempera-
ture, (b) effective of thermal diffusivity at normalized minor
radius of 0.7 and (c) the relation between transport barrier
location and inverse of effective safety factor in JT-60U (from
figure 3(a)(b) and figure 4 in [22]).
‘wide’ ITB. There are no clear ITB shoulders observed
because the ITB region extends to the magnetic axis of
the plasma.
Both the particle diffusion and ion heat diffusivity
show a significant reduction near the plasma core (ρ <
0.5) in TFTR as seen in figure 5(a)(b) [21]. In this dis-
charge, magnetic shear is derived from the the q profiles
measurements using motional stark effect (MSE) spec-
troscopy. As demonstrated in figure 5(c), the negative
magnetic is observed only near the magnetic axis and
qmin locates at R = 3.0m (ρ ∼ 0.3). In this discharge, the
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ITB foot appears outside the qmin location, which sug-
gests that both negative shear and weak positive shear
contribute to the reduction of transport. This improved
mode plasma was called enhanced reverse shear (ERS)
confinement mode. In this ERS discharge, high poloidal
rotation velocity and radial electric field are observed
near the q = 3 rational surface during the formation of
internal transport barrier, which is described in section
II-B.
The formation of internal transport barrier was recog-
nized after the finding of abrupt reduction of ion heat
diffusivity in the discharge where a clear transition from
L-mode to improved mode characterized by peaked ion
temperature profile was observed [22]. Sudden increase
of ion temperature gradient and reduction of ion thermal
diffusivity at the q = 3 rational surface were observed in
the high beta poloidal (βp) H-mode discharge in JT-60U
as seen in figure 6(a)(b). This is a discharge in which
the formation of the internal transport is recognized for
the first time. It is important that ITB foot locates at
ρ = 0.5 ∼ 0.7 because the q = 3 rational surface locates
at larger normalized minor radius than q = 1 rational
surface. The reduction of thermal diffusivity just inside
the foot point (ρ ∼ 0.7) is extremely large (one-tenth in
magnitude of thermal diffusivity). As seen in figure 6(c),
the transport barrier location (foot point of ITB) move
outward as the edge safety factor q is decreased. It was
found that the ITB foot location is consistent with the
location where the safety factor q is 3. The ITB plasma
observed in this experiment is categorized as ‘large’ ITB
and ‘strong’ ITB.
The foot point of ITB often appears at the rational
surface (q = 1, 2, 3) and q minimum location near the
rational surface. Therefore, the ITB foot moves depend-
ing on the rational surface. The ITB foot appears near
the magnetic axis (ρ ∼ 0.3) for q = 1 surface, while it
appears further outside (ρ ∼ 0.5 and ρ ∼ 0.7) for the
rational surfaces of q = 2 and q = 3. The ITB plasma
with the foot point at q = 1 surface becomes ‘small’ ITB,
while the ITB plasma with the foot point at higher q val-
ues becomes ‘large’ ITB. Historically, only the ‘large’ and
‘strong’ ITB was recognized to be an ‘internal transport
barrier’ and the ‘small’ and ‘weak’ ITB was categorized
in the core transport improvement.
II. KEY PHYSICS OF INTERNAL TRANSPORT
BARRIER FORMATION
In this section the key physics of internal transport
barrier formation are discussed. The early experiment on
ITB strongly suggests the importance of rational surface
and minimum q location in the formation of ITB. There
have been many experimental studies that demonstrate
the strong impact of safety factor q profile on the forma-
tion of ITB. Radial electric field shear can contribute to
the suppression of the turbulence and reduction of trans-
















FIG. 7: Feedback process among the E ×B flow, turbulence,
and pressure gradient in the transport barrier formation.
and pressure gradient due to the reduction transport then
contribute to the increase of radial electric field. There-
fore the radial electric field and its shear are the impor-
tant elements of the feedback process of ITB formation.
A. E ×B shear flow and zonal flow
It is experimentally confirmed that the E × B flow
shear ∂ωE×B/∂r, where ωE×B = VE×B/r, contributes
to the reduction of transport. Therefore, the E ×B flow
shear, the fluctuation level, and the ion diamagnetic drift
velocity can be important elements of the feedback loop
for transport reduction as seen in figure 7. The E×B flow
shear appears near the foot point of ITB and it causes the
reduction of fluctuation levels (ωE×B shearing effect). As
a result, the ion pressure gradient increases in the region
where the E×B flow shear is large enough to reduce the
turbulent transport. The increase of the ion diamagnetic
drift velocity contributes to the further increase of the
E × B flow. Therefore, either a slight increase of E ×
B shearing rates or a slight decrease of linear growth
rates for the given temperature gradient can trigger this
feedback process. In the L-mode phase, both E × B
shearing rate and linear growth rates are low level in the
L-mode plasmas. Once the ITB is triggered, both E ×
B flow shear and pressure gradients are simultaneously
increased with the condition that E × B shearing rate
exceeds the linear growth rates (γE×B > γlin). Then
E × B shearing rates exceeding linear growth rates can
be a cause or a result of the ITB formation depending
the trigger mechanism.
E × B flow shear also plays an important role in the
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ITB formation as well as H-mode formation as one of
the element of feedback process plotted in figure 7. The
change in radial electric field is inferred from the poloidal
rotation velocity and motional stark effect (MSE) spec-
troscopy in the reversed magnetic shear discharge in
TFTR [23–25]. Figure 8 shows that the poloidal rota-
tion velocity changes to electron diamagnetic direction,
which indicates the strong negative electric field Er at
the transition from L-mode to the enhanced revered shear
(ERS) mode. This poloidal rotation in the electron dia-
magnetic direction and the negative electric field appears
only transiently at the transition phase when the con-
finement mode changes to ERS. It is also an important
finding that there is no change in poloidal rotation in
the reversed shear (RS) discharge where there is no im-
provement of confinement. As seen in figure 8, the large
poloidal rotation velocity shear and radial electric field
shear appears just inside the minimum q location and
the ITB foot where the carbon density gradient starts
to increase. These experimental results indicate the im-
portance of radial electric field shear in the formation of
ITB and that the reversed magnetic shear with the min-
imum q at the rational surface are not enough to trig-
ger the transition to the ITB plasma. The short scale
turbulent fluctuations of these plasmas have been inves-
tigated with microwave reflectometry in the ERS plasma
in TFTR [26]. In the state with better confinement, it
has been found that the level of fluctuations is very small
throughout most of the region with negative shear.
The role of E × B flow shear is also confirmed in the
experiment in many tokamaks (TFTR [27], JET [28],
DIII-D [29] and JT-60U [30, 31]). The linear microtur-
bulence growth rates of the fastest growing (most unsta-
ble) toroidal modes with high toroidal mode number are
calculated using the GS2 and FULL gyrokinetic codes
[32, 33]. The E×B flow shear rate was found to be close
to the linear growth rate of the ion temperature gradi-
ent (ITG) modes at the time of barrier formation when
compared with several tokamaks [34]. The comparison
of the measured poloidal rotation velocity with the pre-
diction by neoclassical theory was also investigated in
JET [35]. It was found that the measured poloidal ro-
tation velocities are an order of magnitude higher than
the neoclassical predictions for thermal particles in the
ITB region. Correlation of density turbulence suppres-
sion and reduced plasma transport is observed in the in-
ternal transport barrier (ITB) region of JET tokamak.
Correlation of density turbulence suppression and re-
duced plasma transport was investigated in the inter-
nal transport barrier (ITB) region of JET tokamak dis-
charges with optimized magnetic shear [36]. Two stages
of turbulence suppression was reported. First, low fre-
quency turbulence and ion transport are reduced across
the plasma core by a toroidal velocity shear generated
by intense auxiliary heating. Then with the ITB forma-
tion, high frequency turbulence and electron transport
are reduced locally within the steep pressure gradient re-
gion of the ITB. The 75GHz reflectometer cutoff layer
!"#
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FIG. 8: (a) Time evolution of poloidal rotation velocity for
the reversed shear (RS) and enhanced reversed shear (ERS)
discharge, and radial profiles of (b) poloidal rotation velocity
and (c) carbon pressure and safety factor in the ERS discharge
(from figure 1(b) and figure 2(a)(c) in [23]).
was swept through the ITB region to the outboard edge.
Figure 9(a)(b) show turbulence spectra inside and out-
side the ITB region. Fluctuation power inside the ITB
region is lower than that outside the ITB region by one
order of magnitude. This experiment suggests the follow-
ing positive feedback loop process in the formation and
development of ITB. A significant reduction of high fre-
quency turbulence level inside the ITB region causes an
increase of electron and ion pressure gradient, and leads
to an increase in the E × B shear, which contributes to
the further reduction of the high frequency turbulence.
The particle flux density evaluated from the simulta-
neous measurements of density and potential turbulence
using a heavy ion beam probe (HIBP) was reported in
ITB plasma in CHS Heliotron [37]. Figure 9(c)(d)(e)
show an image plot of particle flux density, particle flux
density at 60 kHz, and the total particle flux integrated
over all frequency up to 200 kHz. The result indicates
that the particle flux density from ∼ 50 to ∼ 100 kHz has
the most dominant contribution to the particle transport
in both L-phase and ITB-phases and both the particle
flux density at 60 kHz and total (< 200 kHz) increase
after the back-transition to L-phase. It is an important
finding that increase of the particle flux shows the nature
of intermittent bursts. These intermittent bursts indicate
the Self-Organized Criticality (SOC) behavior [38] rather
than the diffusive behavior. These experiments on JET
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FIG. 9: Density turbulence spectra measured with reflectome-
ter (a) inside ITB and (b) outside ITB in JET, and (c) particle
flux density in time and frequency space, (d) particle flux den-
sity at 60 kHz, and (e) the total particle flux integrated over
all frequency up to 200 kHz measured with HIBP inside the
ITB region of ρ < 0.34 before and after the back transition
from ITB-phase to L-phase in CHS. (From figure 3(c)(d) in
[36] and figure 4(a) in [37] ).
and CHS demonstrate strong correlation between the tur-
bulence suppression by E × B shear and the formation
of ITB
The theoretical model for the generation mechanism
of ITB in the negative magnetic shear was proposed [39].
Negative magnetic shear is theoretically predicted to re-
duce geodesic curvature drive of micro instabilities, such
as the toroidal ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven
mode, various trapped particle modes, and high-n bal-
looning modes. Once these micro instabilities are sup-
pressed, the pressure gradients and poloidal (E×B) flow
start to increase. The generation mechanism of this large
poloidal flow is one of the important mechanisms in un-
derstanding the formation of ITB. This E×B flow shear
reduces the turbulence level by the shear suppression of
turbulence. In the transition from the L-mode phase to
the ITB phase, a synergism between turbulence suppres-
sion by E × B flow shear and the suppression of the
geodesic curvature driven micro instabilities by negative
magnetic shear is an important process.
The model is based on the bifurcation of the paral-
FIG. 10: Time evolution of (a) density fluctuation and (b)
zonal flow amplitude, and (c) the relation between turbulence
amplitude and zonal flow amplitude in the plasma with and
without ITB in CHS (from figure 31 in [46]).
lel (or poloidal) viscosity in the plasma where the ther-
mal and fast ion loss are induced by the toroidal mag-
netic field ripple [40]. The other generation mechanism
of E ×B flow is the Reynolds stress. Observation of the
generation of E × B sheared flows via Reynolds stress
at the ion Bernstein resonance layer has been reported
in TJ-II plasmas [41]. The location of the natural 8/5
resonance coincides with a flattening in the edge plasma
profiles and there is a significant variation in the floating
and plasma potential just outside the flattening region
in TJ-II. This result can be interpreted as an increase of
the sheared E × B flow linked to the radial location of
the 8/5 rational surface. These experimental results il-
lustrate the impact of the rational surfaces on the E×B
sheared flows, which could explain the spontaneous for-
mation of transport barriers near the rational surfaces.
Although there are many reports on the relation be-
tween the E × B flow shear and turbulence for ITB
plasma, there are few reports on the role of zonal flow
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[42, 43] on turbulence suppression and ITB formation.
The relation between the zonal flow amplitude and tur-
bulence amplitude was investigated in ITB plasmas in
CHS heliotron [44–46]. Figure 10 (a)(b) show a change
in density fluctuation amplitude, and a change in zonal
flow amplitude before and after a transition at the foot
point of ITB. The potential profiles before and after the
transition are shown in the insets. The arrow in the left
inset indicates the observation point of the fluctuations
and zonal flow. The solid vertical line indicates the tran-
sition time. It is clearly seen that the zonal flow ampli-
tude suddenly decreases at the back transition from ITB
phase to L-mode phase. Figure 10 (c) shows difference
in energy partition between zonal flow and turbulence
inside the barrier with and without a barrier. The tur-
bulence is normalized by electron temperature gradient
in order to remove the effect of the change in the driving
force before and after the transition. In the plasma with
ITB, the turbulence amplitude is much lower than that
in the L-mode (no ITB) and magnitude of zonal flow
is larger. This result clearly shows the important role
of zonal flow on the suppression of turbulence and for-
mation of ITB. Recently, the second derivative of radial
electric field (Er curvature) was found to play an impor-
tant role on the suppression of turbulence and reduction
of transport rather than the radial electric field shear in
the H-mode plasma [47]. The finding of the importance
of the radial electric field curvature is a paradigm shift
of turbulence suppression mechanism for both ETB and
ITB plasmas. Although the E × B flow shear plays an
important role in the formation of ITB because of the
feedback process among the E×B flow, turbulence, and
pressure gradient, there is experimental evidence which
demonstrates that Ion energy transport is insensitive to
reductions in the E × B flow shear stabilization in the
high βp (q(0) ∼ 4) plasma [48, 49]. In these discharges,
the transport is dominated by the neoclassical ion energy
transport even with low E × B flow shear [50]. These
experimental results show the important roles of other
mechanisms besides the E × B flow shear suppression,
which is described in the next sub-section.
B. Role of rational surface on ITB formation
As discussed in the previous section, the location of
ITB foot strongly depends on the location of rational
surface. The dependence of ITB foot on rational surface
is clearly observed in the q scan experiment in JET and
ASDEX Upgrade [51]. In JET, lower hybrid heating and
current drive (LHCD) was applied before the main heat-
ing pulse to modify the q profiles. The results suggest
that q profile modification using an LHCD prelude can
be useful tool to reduce the heating power level required
for the generation of ITB [52, 53]. Figure 11 shows ra-
dial profile of safety factor and ion temperature for var-
ious ITB plasmas with ITB foot of q =1, 2, 3 [54]. The
foot point of ITB is located at the rational surface (q =1,
FIG. 11: Radial profiles of safety factor and ion temperature
for various ITB plasmas with ITB foot at q =1, 2, 3 in JET
(from figure 1 in [54].)
2, and 3) and large temperature gradients are observed
inside the rational surface where the magnetic shear is
weak. These results also show the importance of rational
surface and weak shear in the core for the formation of
ITB in tokamaks [55].
The ITB foot of toroidal rotation velocity has been
observed inside the rational surface in JT-60U [56] and
more recentrly in HL-2A [57] and KSTAR [58]. Both ion
temperature and toroidal rotation velocity profiles are
peaked in the absence of sawtooth in JT-60U or during
the sawtooth oscillation period in HL-2A and KSTAR.
These experimental results show the simultaneous re-
duction of ion heat diffusivity and perpendicular viscos-
ity in the heat and momentum transport, respectively.
When the ITBs both in heat transport and momentum
transport co-exist, the feedback process between the tur-
bulence suppression due to the flow shear and driving
plasma flow by the increase of ion temperature gradient
may also play a role.
C. Minimum q at rational surface (integer q)
There have been many experimental results that
demonstrate the significant role of minimum q at the
rational surface. The relation between rational surface
and access power to the ITB regime has been studied in
JET and ASDEX Upgrade [59]. It was found that the
emerging time of the ITB in the negative shear plasma




FIG. 12: Time evolution of (a) safety factor, (b) temperature,
and (c) radial profiles of increase of electron temperature after
the formation of ITB in DIII-D (from figure 2(b)(c) and figure
4(f) in [60].)
integer rather than the input power level.
In experiment, location of ITB where the large temper-
ature gradient appears is found to be strongly correlated
to the rational surface. Figure 12(a)(b) shows the time
evolution of minimum safety factor q and electron tem-
perature at ρ ∼ 0.45 in the discharge with reversed mag-
netic shear in DIII-D [60]. When the minimum q value
decreases to 2, the electron temperature shows a rapid in-
crease. The location of the largest temperature gradient
often appears just inside the so-called ITB foot. The ITB
foot locates at the rational surface both for the normal
shear plasma and the reversed shear plasma. In the case
of the reversed magnetic shear, the ITB appears when
the minimum q crosses the rational surface. After the
minimum q cross the rational surface, the large increase
of electron temperature appears just inside the minimum
q location and decreases of electron temperature gradient
at the rational surface as seen in the DIII-D experiment
shown in figure 12(c). This result clearly shows the dis-
continuity of transport at the minimum q location. The
global gyrokinetic code simulates this increase of elec-
tron temperature gradients [61] and the strong E × B
shear layers appear just interior to the 2/1 singular sur-
face which triggers ITB.
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FIG. 13: The relation between the transport barrier location
in JT-60U (from figure 2(c) in [63]).
The relation between the foot point of the transport
barrier and minimum q location has been studied in JET
[62] and JT-60U [63]. Figure 13 shows the difference
between ITB foot point location and minimum q loca-
tion as a function of ion temperature gradient. The ITB
foot locations are slightly inside the minimum q location
and the differences between two locations are 0.05 of the
normalized minor radius for large ion temperature gra-
dients. In some discharges, the ITB foot location can
be outside of minimum q location or further inside the
minimum q location by 0.2 of normalized minor radius.
It should be noted that the distance between ITB foot
location and minimum q location changes from negative
value to positive value in time, which indicates that the
ITB foot location moves outward in time in respect to
the minimum q location.
The theoretical study to explain the reduction of trans-
port near the minimum q surface has been developed.
The ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode simulation has
been applied to the plasma which has minimum q surface
[64]. This simulation predicts the suppression of turbu-
lent transport around the minimum q surface due to a dis-
continuity of the phase relation in the global wave struc-
ture across the minimum q and this discontinuity is more
efficiently established as flow shear increases and curva-
ture of q at minimum q decreases [65]. More recently
the interplay between magnetic shear and resonance at
the rational surface was investigated using Hamiltonian
model [66].
It should be noted that the abrupt increase of tem-
perature due to the reduction of transport is not always
observed only in integer q. The reduction of transport is
also observed in half integer q (q = 3.5 in JT-60U [67])
and also there is no reduction of transport observed at
integer q in similar discharge [68]. This experiment sug-
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gests that rational surface itself may not be enough to
trigger the transition to ITB phase and additional mech-
anism is required to explain the observations. One of the
candidates for the mechanisms to explain these observa-
tions is a small magnetic island, because magnetic island
can exist at half integer q location and also magnetic
island at the rational surface may disappear by plasma
response.
D. Magnetic island
In general, the electron temperature and pressure pro-
file inside magnetic island is flat in the steady state. This
is due to the lack of heat flux inside magnetic island and
not due to the enhancement of transport. Good particle
transport was observed in the plasma where the impurity
is accumulated inside the magnetic island in PBX [69]
or the pellet is injected into the O-point of magnetic is-
land in JET [70]. The peaked ion temperature due to the
low ion thermal diffusivity inside magnetic island was ob-
served after the back transition from H-mode to L-mode
phase in JT-60U [71]. The electron cross-field thermal
diffusivity at the O-point of magnetic island was inves-
tigated in DIII-D [72]. It was reported that the thermal
diffusivity is decreased at the O-point at least by a factor
of 3 compared to the background plasma. The reduction
of turbulence at the O-point of the magnetic island is
also reported in DIII-D [73].
The reduction of transport inside magnetic island is
clearly observed in the perturbation transport experi-
ment by the slow pulse propagation inside the magnetic
island in LHD [74]. More recently the self-regulated bi-
furcation between slow and extremely slow heat pulse
propagation inside magnetic island was reported in DIII-
D [75]. These experiments demonstrate that the reduc-
tion of transport inside magnetic island, which is evalu-
ated as the effective thermal diffusivity, exceeds an order
of magnitude (10 - 40). Because the reduction of trans-
port inside the magnetic island is so large, most of the
heat flux concentrates at the X-point and the heat flux
which has been treated as flux averaged quantity has a
strong poloidal asymmetry. Therefore, the magnetic is-
land could contribute to the increase of local heat flux
at X-point above the threshold of the transition from L-
mode to ITB.
In order to distinguish the role of magnetic island
and rational surface, the resonant magnetic perturbation
(RMP) field, which produces m/n = 2/1 magnetic is-
land, is applied to the plasma where the heating power is
slightly below the threshold power to ITB formation in
LHD [76]. Figure 14 shows the time evolution of the elec-
tron temperature in the plasma with and without mag-
netic island produced by RMP. When there is no RMP,
the electron temperature increases after the on-axis ECH,
and then it saturates in the energy confinement time of
15 ms. However, when the RMP field is applied, the
electron temperature keeps increasing after the onset of
FIG. 14: Time evolution of the electron temperature mea-
sured with ECE at various radii for the plasma (a) without a
2/1 island and (b) with a 2/1 island (from figure 7 in [76]).
on-axis ECH, which is a clear indication of the formation
of ITB. This RMP experiment in LHD helical plasmas
clearly shows that existence of 2/1 magnetic island re-
duces the threshold heating power for the transition from
L-mode to ITB phase. This experiment supports the idea
that magnetic island at the rational surface contributes
to the transition from L-mode to ITB rather than the
rational surface itself.
E. Bootstrap plasma current
Bootstrap current is an important issue in sustaining
the ITB plasma in the steady-state. The reversed mag-
netic shear is initiated by the hollow inductive current at
the startup phase of the discharge. Because the hollow
current profiles will relax to take the shape of a peaked
profile in the steady-state phase, additional plasma cur-
rent to sustain the hollow current and reversed magnetic
shear is necessary. The bootstrap current driven by the
steep gradient of pressure in the ITB region could con-
tribute to the sustainment of the reversed magnetic shear
[77–80].
The fraction of the bootstrap current can be 80 % of
the total plasma current in the high βp reversed shear
plasma in JT-60U [78]. Figure 15 shows radial profiles of
ion and electron temperature, safety factor and toroidal
plasma current measured. In this discharge, the sharp
temperature gradients are observed in the region of re-
versed magnetic shear and ITB foot locates at ρ = 0.7
where the safety factor q has a minimum value. The mea-
sured current profile has a peak at ρ = 0.6 just inside the
minimum q location and the ion and electron tempera-
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FIG. 15: Radial profiles of (a) ion and electron temperature
(b) safety factor q and (c) bootstrap (BS) current and beam
driven (BD) current in JT-60U (From figure 4 in [78]).
ture gradients have maximum values. The radial profiles
of toroidal current measured agree with the sum of boot-
strap (BS) current and beam driven (BD) current calcu-
lated. In the steady-state phase (t = 8.5 sec), the beam
driven (BD) current is peaked with the current density of
0.15 MA/m2. The bootstrap (BS) current is extremely
hollow because of the sharp pressure gradient with the
peak current density of f 0.6 MA/m2. This experiment
shows that the shrinkage of reversed shear region was
suppressed by the bootstrap current peaked at the inter-
nal transport barrier (ITB) layer and that the ITBs at
a large radius were sustained The hollow toroidal cur-
rent and negative magnetic shear are also sustained in
the ITB plasma with LHCD in Tore Supra [81], JT-60U
[82], and JET [83–85]. The feedback process between
the bootstrap current and sharp pressure gradient just
inside the ITB region is essential for the sustainment of
the ITB.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNAL
TRANSPORT BARRIERS IN TOKAMAK AND
HELICAL PLASMAS
The internal transport barrier is observed both in toka-
mak and helical plasmas. There are different characteris-
tics between them. In general. the ion transport barrier
is most significant in tokamak, while the electron trans-
port barrier is most visible in helical plasmas. The simul-
taneous achievement of ion and electron heat and particle
transport barrier is often observed in tokamaks, while it
has not been observed in helical plasmas. In many cases
only electron heat, ion heat, or particle transport barrier
is observed in helical plasmas. In this section, electron,
ion, and particle transport barrier both for tokamak and
helical plasmas are discussed. The physics mechanism
causing the different characteristics is to be well under-
stood. The magnetic shear is one of the candidates of the
mechanism causing the different characteristics of ITB.
In general, the magnetic shear is negative in heliotron
plasmas, while the magnetic shear can be positive or neg-
ative depending on the discharge in tokamak plasmas.
A. Electron internal transport barrier
The strong electron ITB was usually observed in the
plasma with reversed magnetic shear in tokamak plasmas
[86–88]. Figure 16 is an example of electron ITB in JT-
60U NBI heated plasma [86]. Jump of electron density
and temperature appears just inside minimum q. The re-
duction of effective thermal diffusivities of electrons, χe
sharply drops by a factor of 20 within 5 cm and while the
thermal diffusivity of ion, χi is smaller than the conven-
tional neoclassical value by a factor of 4 or more. The ra-
tio of electron temperature to ion temperature was ∼ 0.7
inside the ITB. The ITB lies in the negative shear region
and extended beyond 60 % of the plasma minor radius.
Both the ITB foot of electron heat transport and the par-
ticle transport locate at ρ of 0.6 just inside minimum q of
3.5. It should be noted that reduced electron heat trans-
port and particle transport are more significant than that
in ion heat transport, although the additional heating is
NBI alone (no ECH nor ICH). The formation of electron
and ion ITB was systematically studied by scanning NBI
power and ECH power in JT-60U [87]. In reversed mag-
netic shear plasmas the electron ITB was observed even
with small heating power or small Er shear, while the
ion ITB was gradually formed with increase in the heat-
ing power. In positive shear plasmas, on the other hand,
both the electron ITB and the ion ITB were gradually
formed with increase in the heating power. Simultaneous
improvement in electron and ion heat transport and par-
ticle transport is often observed in NBI-heated tokamak
plasmas as will be shown later in the next subsection.
The comparison of electron internal transport barrier
between tokamak and helical plasmas was studied in JT-
60U tokamak and LHD helical plasmas. One of the sig-
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FIG. 16: Radial profiles of (a) electron density (b) electron
temperature (c)ion temperature and (d) safety factor q of elec-
tron ITB plasma in JT-60U (From figure 3 in [86]).
nificant differences is a location of ITB foot (ρ ∼ 0.6 in
tokamak and at ρ ∼ 0.3 in helical). The electron ITB
in LHD helical plasma is ‘small’ ITB, while the elec-
tron ITB in JT-60U tokamak is ‘large’ ITB [89]. The
difference in cold pulse propagation shows that electron
thermal diffusivity has no temperature dependence in JT-
60U tokamak, while it has a negative temperature depen-
dence (thermal diffusivity decreases as the temperature
is increased) in LHD helical plasmas [90]. The improve-
ment of electron heat transport is commonly observed in
heliotron plasmas [91–99]. Because of the large electron
temperature gradients in the ITB region, the transition of
neoclassical transport from ion root (small negative elec-
tric field) to electron root (large positive electric field)
usually occurs simultaneously. Therefore there are two
FIG. 17: Radial profiles of (a) electron temperature, (b) ion
temperature, and (c) electron density and rotational trans-
form in LHD (From figure 2(b)(c)(a) in [92]).
transport reduction processes in helical plasma: one is
a reduction of neoclassical transport due to large pos-
itive electric field and the other is a reduction of tur-
bulent transport due to the large electric field shear in
the boundary layer between electron root and ion root.
Due to the complexity of the transport reduction process,
these improved transport in helical plasmas were called
as Internal Transport Barrier Triggered by Neoclassical
Transport [100], neoclassical internal transport barriers
[101–103], and Core electron-root confinement (CERC)
[104, 105].
Figure 17 shows radial profiles of electron and ion tem-
perature and electron density and rotational transform
(ι = 1/q, where q is the safety factor) with ECH power
above the threshold (0.78 MW) and below the thresh-
old (0.58 MW) of the electron ITB plasma in LHD [92].
The profiles of the plasma without additional ECH are
also plotted as a reference (indicated with NBI). The
central electron density drops slightly due to the poor
confinement of perpendicularly accelerated electrons by
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ECH (pump out effect) and central Te increases only less
than 30 % (from 1.72 to 2.18 keV) for the ECH power
of 0.58 MW. However, when the ECH power exceeds the
power threshold, the central Te increases significantly and
a large temperature gradient appears near the plasma
center at ρ < 0.3, while there is little change observed in
the profiles in electron density, rotational transform, and
ion temperature. Although there is a significant observed
increase of Te, no increases (or even slight decrease) of
ion temperature and density are observed in the electron
ITB plasma in LHD. These results imply that the turbu-
lence suppression due to the increases of E × B shear is
canceled by the enhancement of a long wavelength turbu-
lence contributing the ion heat transport due to the in-
crease of the Te/Ti ratio. This observation is in contrast
to that in which there are no increases of electron temper-
ature and density in the plasma with ion heat transport
barrier, which is discussed in section III-B. Transport
analysis shows the clear reduction of χe associated with
the formation of ITB by a factor of 5 at ρ < 0.3, which
is consistent with the cold pulse propagation experiment,
where the propagation speed of cold pulse is slower in-
side ITB by a factor of 5) [106]. It should be noted that
the formation of the ITB is due to the reduction of the
electron heat transport driven by a short wavelength tur-
bulence not due to the neoclassical transport, although
the neoclassical transport is reduced by the transition
from ion-root to electron root.
The electron ITB is also observed in revised field pinch
(RFP) plasma, where the several magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) instabilities cause an enhancement of transport
and degrade the confinement performance. Associated
with the spontaneous transition from multiple-helicity
state to the single helical state, the region with a sharp
gradient of electron temperature appears inside the inte-
rior of the plasma by increasing plasma current in RFP
plasmas [107–109]. Figure 18 shows the reconstruction of
the full 2D map of the temperature on the poloidal plane
and temperature profile plotted as a function of normal-
ized effective minor radius of ρ in RFX-mod. The 2D
map of the electron temperature shows that the hot re-
gion is bean-shaped, and centred off the geometric axis,
on the resonant surface of the m/n = 1/7 mode. The
strong gradients marked by the shaded region indicate
the formation of a transport barrier at ρ = 0.25 - 0.45. It
should be noted that there are good agreement between
the electron temperature values measured in the oppo-
site side with respect to the helical magnetic axis, which
indicates the validity of reconstruction of magnetic flux
surface with the single helicity. The spontaneous forma-
tion of electron ITB with a single helical state sheds new
light on the potential of the RFP configuration.
It is interesting experimental evidence that 1) the for-
mation of ITB often is observed at the low order rational
surface or at the integer minimum-q, 2) the existence of
magnetic island contributes to the reduction of thresh-
old power for the transition to ITB in helical plasma,





































FIG. 18: (a) Reconstruction of the full 2D map of the temper-
ature on the poloidal plane (b) temperature profile plotted as
a function of ρ in RFX-mod, where red and blue refer to the
two opposite sides with respect to the helical magnetic axis
(From figure 3(b)(c) in [107]).
to single helical state in RFP plasma. All these results
strongly imply the significant impact of helicity of mag-
netic topology on the suppression of magnetic and electro
static turbulence in the plasma and the formation of ITB
in toroidal plasma as a common physics mechanism.
B. Ion internal transport barrier
The ion internal transport barrier (ITB) has been
widely observed in both tokamak and helical plasmas and
various heating methods of ICRH [110–112], and LHCD
[113], as well as NBI, which was discussed in section II.
The LHCD is also used for q profile control before the
strong heating as a prelude of formation of ITB [114].
There are various operation scenarios to trigger the ion
internal transport barrier and the some of the names of
the ion ITB are given by the scenarios rather than the
physics mechanism. In this section, the characteristics
of ion transport barrier, especially the relation to the
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transport reduction in other transport channels (parti-
cle transport, electron transport, and momentum trans-
port), is discussed rather than the scenarios to create the
ion ITB plasma. Although the peaked ion temperature
and reduction of ion thermal transport are observed in
toroidal plasmas (helical and tokamak plasmas), there
are clear differences in particle transport between helical
plasma and tokamak plasmas.
Figure 19 shows the radial profiles of electron density,
electron temperature, ion temperature, and toroidal an-
gular velocity in the ITB plasmas in LHD [97] and DIII-D
[115]). The carbon pellet is injected to trigger the ion-TB
in LHD. Note that the y-axis for the electron tempera-
ture and ion temperature are identical, while the y-axis of
electron density and toroidal angular velocity are differ-
ent between LHD and DIII-D data. In this example, the
radial profile of ion temperature is similar between LHD
and DIII-D plasma and there is no ITB in electron heat
transport in helical and tokamak plasmas [97, 110, 115].
There are significant differences in the radial profile of
electron density and also the value of the density. The
radial profiles of electron density, ion temperature, and
toroidal angular velocity in figure 19(e)(g)(h) indicates
clear ITBs of particle transport, ion heat transport, and
momentum transport in tokamak. Here the locations of
ITB foot locate at the same radii ( ρ = 0.5). In con-
trast, only the ITBs of ion heat transport and momen-
tum transport are observed in LHD plasma. In LHD, the
discontinuity of ion temperature gradient is smaller than
that in tokamak. Therefore, the location of ITB foot in
ion heat transport can be identified to be reff/a99 = 0.7
by the change in ion temperature gradient from L-mode
phase as seen in figure 19(c). Here reff is an averaged
minor radius and a99 is the averaged minor radius where
99 % of kinetic energy is confined inside. The location of
ITB foot of momentum transport is found to be close to
the plasma edge of reff/a99 = 0.8 as seen in figure 19(d).
There is no ITB of particle transport observed in he-
lical plasmas as seen in figure 19(a) The central electron
density of ITB plasma in LHD is much lower than that
in DIII-D by a factor of 6∼7 as seen in figure 19(a)(e).
In LHD, simultaneous formation of ITB of particle and
ion heat transport is not achieved, because the ion ITB
usually disappears when the electron density is increased.
Because ITB in particle transport and ion transport are
simultaneously obtained in tokamak, the central electron
density in the ion ITB in tokamak is relatively high.
In contrast, the ion ITB is achieved in the low density
regime in LHD [116]. The difference in particle trans-
port between helical and tokamak plasmas is one of the
mysteries which has not yet been solved.
The other difference between LHD and DIII-D plas-
mas is observed in the toroidal angular velocity. The
toroidal angular velocity of ITB plasma in LHD is much
smaller than that in DIII-D by a factor of 6∼7. The small
toroidal angular velocity in LHD plasma is not due to
the large perpendicular viscosity (momentum diffusivity)










FIG. 19: Radial profile of (a)(e) electron density, (b)(f) elec-
tron temperature, (c)(g) ion temperature, and (d)(h) toroidal
angular velocity in the L-mode and ion-ITB plasmas in LHD
((a)-(d)) and in the ion-ITB plasma in DIII-D ((e)-(h)) (from
figure 4(c)(b)(a)(f) in [115]).
[117, 118] which does not exist in tokamak plasma. The
Prantl number evaluated near the magnetic axis, where
the damping of ExB flow due to the parallel viscosity is
smaller than that perpendicular viscosity, is close to unity
in LHD [119]. The increase of toroidal angular velocity in






FIG. 20: Radial profile of (a) ion thermal diffusivity and
(b) electron thermal diffusivity in the ITB plasma in DIII-D
(From figure 6(a)(b) in [115]) and (c) ion and electron ther-
mal diffusivity in the improved H-mode in ASDEX Upgrade
(From figure 4 in [121]).
plasma in LHD and this is due to the increase of intrin-
sic torque in codirection [120] as well as the reduction
of perpendicular viscosity (improvement of momentum
transport). It should be noted that the foot point of ion
temperature differs from that of toroidal angular velocity.
In tokamak, simultaneous formation of ITBs in elec-
tron and ion heat transport are often observed [121–124].
However, in some cases, the reduction of heat transport
only in ion channel is observed. Figure 20(a)(b) shows
examples of radial profiles of heat diffusivity in the ion
ITB plasmas where ITB is observed in only ion transport
in DIII-D. The ion heat diffusivity decreases from ρ ∼ 0.7
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FIG. 21: Radial profile of (a)(b) ion temperature and (c)(d)
safety q in the JT-60U plasmas with (a)(c) early ITB forma-
tion and (b)(d) delayed ITB formation (From figure 2(b) in
[126]).
going inward and drops below the level predicted by neo-
classical theory at ρ = 0.3−0.5 in DIII-D as seen in figure
20(a)(b) [115]. The reduction of ion thermal diffusivity,
χi, is observed near the q minimum region at ρ ∼ 0.5, but
the electron thermal diffusivity, χe shows a sharp increase
towards the magnetic axis. The ion thermal diffusivity
drops to the level near or below the standard neoclas-
sical values, which indicates a strong reduction of only
ion turbulent transport but not electron transport. In
contrast, in the stationary discharges with the improved
H-mode with hybrid scenarios, improved confinement for
both ion and electron heat transport has been obtained
on ASDEX Upgrade [121]. In this discharge, the safety
factor q profile is flat in the central region of ρ < 0.45
and close to unity, which is just above the threshold of
appearance of sawtooth. In this discharge, the plasma χi
drops to neoclassical values in the central regions, and χe
is at a low level indicating that the transport reduction
is not limited to the ions as seen in figure 20(c).
Although there are many experimental results that
suggest the role of integer q minimum in the formation
of ITB, the relation of ion ITB location, ρITB (see figure
1 for the definition of ITB location) to the q minimum
location is unclear and thus is also an interesting topic
for study [125, 126]. Figure 21 shows the radial profiles
of ion temperature (Ti) and safety factor (q) in two ITB
plasmas in JT-60U. Figure 21(a)(c) show the Ti and q
profiles in the ITB plasma where the ion ITB locates at
the q minimum location. Figure 21(b)(d) show the Ti
and q profiles in the ITB plasma where the ion ITB lo-
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FIG. 22: Radial profile of (a) ion temperature, (b) electron
temperature, (c) safety factor q, and (d) electron density in
the L-mode, ITB, quiescent double barrier (QDB) plasmas in
DIII-D (From figure 2(b) in [131]).
discharge with early ITB formation, the ITB is formed
around ρ = 0.6 or just inside the q minimum radius. In
contrast, the ITB radius is small (ρ = 0.3 ) and far inside
the q minimum radius in the discharge with delayed ITB
formation.
Here in the discharge with delayed ITB formation, the
beam power was reduced to prevent early formation of
ITB. This experiment demonstrates that formation of
ITB, in particular, the location, is sensitive to the wave-
form of beam power. Although it is quite an important
issue to understand how the location of ITB is deter-
mined, it is not clarified yet.
The combination of edge transport barrier (Edge Lo-
calized Mode (ELM)-free H-mode or H-mode without
large ELM) and ITB was also demonstrated in various
tokamak plasmas. The transition from L-mode to H-
mode was observed after the formation of ITB plasma in
JT-60U [22]. Note that the sudden increase of edge ion
temperature is observed at the transition from L-mode
phase (I) to H-mode phase (II) in figure 7(a). Simultane-
ous achievement of ITB plasma and grassy ELM H-mode
plasma was also reported in JT-60U [127]. The combi-
nation of H-mode and negative central magnetic shear
was proposed as one of the high performance scenarios
[128] from the point of view to access the second stability
regime [129, 130] in the core plasma. Experiments on the
DIII-D tokamak have identified a simultaneous forma-
tion of transport barrier at interior and edge of plasma,
termed the quiescent double barrier (QDB) regime [131].
Figure 22 shows the radial profile of ion temperature,
electron temperature, safety factor q, and electron den-
sity in the L-mode, ITB, and QDB plasmas. In the ITB
and QDB plasma, the reduction of transport are observed
both in ion and electron heat transport. The ITB foot
locates at ρ = 0.65 which is far outside the q minimum ra-
dius of ρ = 0.35, which is in contrast to the small radius
ITB foot with the delayed ITB formation discharge in
JT-60U in figure 21. The QDB regime combines internal
transport barriers (ITBs) with a quiescent, edge localized
mode (ELM)-free H-mode edge, termed QH-mode, giv-
ing rise to separate core and edge transport barriers. In
these QDB plasmas ELMs are replaced by continuous be-
nign MHD activity in the edge, which enhances particle
transport and retains the density and impurity control in
the long-pulse, high-performance H-mode plasmas
Double transport barrier plasmas comprised of an edge
enhanced Dα (EDA) H-mode pedestal and an internal
transport barrier (ITB) have been observed in Alcator
C-Mod [132]. In this discharge, the ITB formation is
produced with off-axis ICRF heating locating the wave
resonance near ρ ∼ 0.5 in the Ohmic H-mode discharges
with a relatively high density above ∼ 1.4 × 1020m−3.
The ITB foot is located near ρ ∼ 0.5, regardless of how
the barrier was produced. The formation of the bar-
rier appears in conjunction with a decrease or reversal
in the central (impurity) toroidal rotation velocity. In
the JFT-2M tokamak, the ITB formation was observed
in the high recycling steady (HRS) H-mode regime with
the boron coated first wall, regardless of the direction of
neutral beams (co-, balanced-, or counter-injection) [133].
The HRS is characterized by good energy confinement
(H89P ∼ 1.6) at a high density (ne/nGW ∼ 0.7, where
nGW is the Greenwald density), low radiation loss power
fraction (Pmainrad /Pin ∼ 0.2), and the complete disappear-
ance of large ELMs. Accompanying the HRS H-mode
transition, the coherent magnetic fluctuations in the fre-
quency range of the order of 10 - 100 kHz with significant
variation are seen on magnetic probes on the vessel wall.
It is interesting that the combination of edge and inte-
rior transport barrier has been achieved by eliminating
the large ELM events.
Comparison of ITB plasma in the deuterium target
with deuterium neutral beam injection (D-D) plasma and
the deuterium target with tritium neutral beam injection
(D-T) plasma was performed in JET [134]. The locations
of ITBs both in D-D and D-T plasmas are linked to the
position of q = 2 rational surface at ρ = 0.4 and weak
magnetic shear inside. The values of ion thermal diffu-
sivity at ρ = 0.4 is reduced to the 0.2 m2/s both in the
D-D and the D-T ITB plasmas, which is close to the neo-
classical level. There are no significant differences in the
value of ion thermal diffusivity and the location of ITB
foot between D-D and D-T plasmas. The global energy
confinement and local thermal transport are analyzed
for deuterium and tritium fueled plasmas to quantify
their dependence on the average mass of the hydrogenic
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ions in the supershot in TFTR [135]. The inferred iso-
topic scalings of confinement with average isotopic mass
< A > was found to be quite strong of τE ∝< A >0.85,
χtoti ∝< A >−2.6, De ∝< A >−1.4, at fixed injection
power. The reason for the difference in JET and TFTR
results has not been clarified.
In tokamak, the toroidal ion temperature gradient
(ITG) driven turbulence is expected to play a central
role in determining the core ion temperature profile be-
cause the ion thermal transport produced by toroidal
ITG driven turbulence increases very strongly with the
temperature gradient after the critical gradient is ex-
ceeded. Therefore the formation of ITB is due to the
suppression of ITG driven turbulence by E × B shear
in tokamak [123]. After the formation of ion ITB, the
trapped electron mode (TEM) turbulence is expected to
be more unstable due to the sharp density gradient in the
ITB region [136]. However, the formation of ion ITB in
helical plasmas is not due to the reduction of ITG driven
turbulence by E × B shear, because ITG mode is ex-
pected to be more unstable and the TEM is considered
to be stabilized due to the increase of ion temperature
gradient and flattening of electron density profile after
the formation of ion ITB in LHD [137].
C. Particle internal transport barrier
The internal transport barrier in particle transport
was achieved in the discharge with pellet injection [18–
20, 138–141] or with negative magnetic field shear con-
figuration [142] in tokamak and in the discharge with the
repetitive pellet injection in helical plasmas [143–145].
Peaked density profiles are also observed in the plasma
with weak positive shear with significant beam fueling as
seen in TFTR supershot [17], in the high βp mode plasma
in JT-60U [22], and in the ELMy H-mode plasma with
flat central q profile (q(0) ∼ 1) in EAST [146, 147].
Figure 23 shows the radial profiles of electron density,
electron temperature in the PEP mode in DIII-D toka-
mak [140] and IDB-SDC mode with repetitive pellet in-
jection in LHD [145]. Central particle deposition by the
pellet is needed for the formation of the PEP-mode on
DIII-D. The density profile for the non-pellet ITB com-
parison is also shown in figure 23 (a). Similar to the
ion-ITB plasma, both electron density and ion tempera-
ture shows the ITB profiles and q profiles is revered inside
the core region of ρ < 0.5. This implies that the strong
pressure gradient at the ITB in the PEP-mode acts as
feedback to maintain the strong negative central shear
at the foot of the ITB. Both the ions and electrons have
low thermal diffusivities that approach ion neoclassical
levels in the core where the strong gradient region exists.
In LHD, three neutral beams with a total heating power
of ∼ 10 MW were injected to heat and sustain the plasma
after the repetitive pellets injection. A core region with
∼ 5 × 1020 m−3 and temperature of 0.85 keV is main-




FIG. 23: Radial profile of (a) electron density, (b) electron and
ion temperature and safety factor q in PEP mode in DIII-D
plasma (figure 6 in [140]) and (c) electron density and tem-
perature in IDB-SDC mode in LHD plasma. (From figure 3
in [145]).
termed internal diffusion barrier super dense core IDB-
SDC mode. The density gradient at the IDB at ρ of 0.6 is
very high and the particle confinement time in the core
region is 0.4 s. Because of the increase in the central
pressure, a large Shafranov shift up to 0.3 m is observed.
The critical ingredients for IDB formation are a strongly
pumped divertor to reduce edge recycling, and multiple
pellet injections to ensure efficient central fueling.
There are important differences in characteristics of
heat transport inside the particle internal transport bar-
rier between tokamak and helical plasmas. Sharp gradi-
ents of both electron density and ion and electron tem-
perature are observed in the mid radius of 0.3 < ρ < 0.5,
which indicates the reduction of particle diffusion and
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thermal diffusivity in the PEP mode in tokamak. How-
ever, the electron temperature gradient decreases signifi-
cantly in the core region inside the IDB-foot and only the
reduction of particle diffusion is observed in the IDB-SDC
mode in helical plasma. No reduction of thermal diffusiv-
ity in the high density plasma with pellets is consistent
with the fact that ion ITB disappears as the electron den-
sity is increased. It is a mystery why there is no simul-
taneous reduction of particle and thermal diffusivity in
helical plasma, which is commonly observed in tokamak
plasmas. Further study for the qualitative difference of
ITB characteristics between helical and tokamak plasma
is important to understand the underlying mechanism of
ITB formation in toroidal plasma, which is required for
the more precise prospect of ITB characteristics for fu-
ture devices with nuclear fusion reactions, where thermal
ITB without particle ITB is more desirable in order to
exhaust the helium ash. The difference in the character-
istics of particle transport in ITB plasmas in helical and
toroidal plasmas is related to the significant difference in
the impurity transport in the ITB plasma, which will be
discussed in section V.
IV. DYNAMICS OF INTERNAL TRANSPORT
BARRIER
A. Trigger mechanism of internal transport barrier
It is very important to understand the trigger mecha-
nism of internal transport barrier (ITB). There are two
possible mechanisms which trigger the formation of inter-
nal transport barrier. One is q minimum and the other
is the E × B shear. There is no doubt that both q pro-
files E × B shear have important roles in the formation
of ITB, as we discussed in section II. However, it is not
clear whether these mechanisms always trigger the inter-
nal transport barrier, because the E×B flow is driven by
the pressure gradient via neoclassical effect and Reynolds
stress, while the q profile is strongly affected by the boot-
strap current due to the pressure gradient. Once the
increase of pressure gradient starts by the reduction of
turbulence, it has positive feedback to further increase
through the change in E × B flow and q profile. There-
fore, careful analysis of the formation of ITB is necessary
to understand the trigger mechanism of ITB. One of the
approaches to study the trigger mechanism is to study
the initial state of ITB or weak ITB plasma where the
feedback process contribution is small.
The ITB formation experiment in Joint European
Torus (JET) demonstrates that ITB can be triggered
by the q profile control without increasing the E × B
flow shear. As seen in figure 24(a)(b), there is no ITB
formation in the discharge (shot 51611) with monotonic
q profile, while the clear ITB is observed at R < 3.5m
after t = 5.8 sec in the discharge (shot 51613) with non-
monotonic q profile in JET [148]. There is a clear differ-
ence in the radial profile of safety factor q measured with
motional stark effect (MSE) spectroscopy and Faraday
rotation as seen in figure 24(c). Both the E × B shear-
ing rate γE×B and linear growth rates γlin calculated by
KINEZERO gyro kinetic simulation code are plotted in
figure 24 (d)(e). It is reported that the E × B shear-
ing rates significantly exceeding the linear growth rates
γlin in the core region (0.3 < ρ < 0.4) contributed the
formation of ITB. However, E ×B shearing rates in the
plasma with ITB ( #51613) is even lower than that with-
out ITB ( #51611). In this plasma, the decrease of the
linear growth rates rather than the increase of E × B
shearing rates contributes the formation of ITB. It is also
interesting observation that the E×B shearing rates are
comparable to or exceed the γE×B in the entire region of
the plasma both for the discharge with non-monotonic q
profiles and with monotonic q profiles as a result of the
feedback process described in section II. The reversed
magnetic shear has a significant effect on the growth and
decorrelation rate and contributes to the decrease of the
linear turbulence growth rate, γlin, and to the increase
of the ratio of γE×B to γlin as seen in the negative shear
region (ρ < 0.5 ) in the plasma with non-monotonic q
profile in figure 24(d). This is clear evidence that the
q profile was the critical factor for the triggering of an
ITB by reducing the growth rate of turbulence rather
than increasing the E×B shearing rate, which is in con-
trast to the abrupt change in E × B which triggers the
formation of ITB in the ERS discharge in TFTR plot-
ted in figure 12. This observation also contradicts the
experimental result indicating that the magnetic shear
stabilization cannot be invoked to explain the ITB for-
mation in the hybrid-scenario plasmas with monotonic
safety factor profile in JET [149].
Results of stability analysis are presented for two types
of plasma with good confinement: internal transport bar-
riers (ITBs) on Tore Supra and the radiative improved
(RI) mode on TEXTOR. The stability analysis has been
performed with an electrostatic linear gyrokinetic code
KINEZERO, evaluating the growth rates of micro in-
stabilities [150]. For Tore Supra experiments, ITBs are
found to be triggered by a central negative magnetic
shear. The ITBs are then maintained in quasi-steady
state (the current density relaxes to a monotonic profile)
by an increase of the E × B shear rate, which exceeds
the maximum growth rates. For RI modes in TEXTOR,
the impurity seeding is globally stabilizing and thus trig-
gers the improvement. Once the improved confinement is
triggered, the simultaneous increases of temperature and
density gradients imply an increase in both the growth
rate and the E × B shearing rate. The E × B shear
is found to be high enough to maintain an improved
confinement through the stabilization of the large scale
modes.
The comparison of the experimental observation with
the calculation results with the time dependent trans-
port codes PION-T [151], TRANSP [152], and Weiland
transport models [153] has been performed. There are







FIG. 24: Radial profiles of ion temperature in the plasma
with (a) monotonic and (b) non-monotonic q profile, and (c) q
profile for these two plasma and linear growth rate calculated
by KINEZERO gyro kinetic simulation code for the plasma
with (d) non-monotonic and (e) monotonic q profile in JET.
(From figure 2, figure 4(b)(c) and figure 3 in [148]).
incorporating the nonlinear coupling between the tur-
bulent fluctuations and the sheared radial electric field
[154, 155]. A quasilinear simulation demonstrates that
the sheared flows induced by the double tearing mode
have desirable characteristics (lying just outside the mag-
netic islands), and sufficient levels required for ITB for-
mation [156]. The strong poloidal flow shear forms and
leads to strong E×B sheared flows at island boundaries
in the process of tearing mode development. This may
provide a physical understanding of why the ITB foot
often appears at the location with integer q. Although
this theory suggests that boundaries of an island repre-
sent a transport barrier, it is not clear whether there is
a magnetic island at the rational surface in experiment.
In order to investigate the role of magnetic island in trig-
gering the formation of ITB, the detection of small size
magnetic island should be necessary.
B. Dynamics of formation of internal transport
barrier: emergence and movement
The formation of transport barriers has been stud-
ied through examination of mechanisms which can stabi-
lize plasma turbulence and, thereby, reduce turbulence-
driven transport [34, 157, 158]. The dynamic transport
study of the formation of ITB, especially the location of
the emergence of ITB, gives us insight into the trigger
mechanism of ITB. The perturbative transport analy-
sis using cold pulse propagation in the plasma with ITB
provides a powerful test for the validation of theoretical
transport models [159]. After the discovery of ion ITB
in JT-60U, a clear radial outward propagation of ITB
was observed in the time variation of ion temperature
profile. It was already pointed out that this dynamic be-
havior yields clues to the mechanisms for ITB formation
because regions of improved confinement are produced
in succession [160]. Figure 25 shows the time evolution
and radial profile ion temperature in the high βp ITB
in JT-60U [160] and time evolution and radial profile of
ion temperature in the weak magnetic shear ITB in JET
[161]. When the NBI power is just above the threshold
value for the ITB formation in JT-60U, the steep ion
temperature gradient appears near the magnetic axis at
ρ = 0.2 and propagates to mid radius of ρ = 0.45 with
the propagation speed of 0.3 m/s. However, in other dis-
charges, a prompt ITB formation at ρ = 0.6 − 0.7 was
observed in JT-60U. The radial propagation of steep ion
temperature gradient is also observed in JET with the
propagation speed of 0.1 m/s.
Figure 26 shows the time evolution of the ion tempera-
ture gradient at various normalized radii and the contour
of ion temperature gradient in time and normalized mi-
nor radius of normal magnetic shear ITB in JT-60U and
ion ITB in LHD [162, 163]. The increase of ion tempera-
ture gradient at ρ = 0.39 appears first and the location of
the increase of ion temperature gradient moves outward
to ρ = 0.57 in normal (positive) magnetic shear in JT-
60U. The movement of ITB region is clearly indicated in
the contour of ion temperature gradients. The region of
large ion temperature gradient is ∆ρ = 0.2 (strong nar-
row ITB) and relatively constant in time. In contrast, the
increase of ion temperature gradient at ρ = 0.44 appears
first and the location of the increase of ion temperature
gradient moves inward to ρ = 0.17 in normal (negative)
magnetic shear in LHD. The contour of ion temperature
gradients shows the expansion of ITB region in time and
the region of large ion temperature gradient is ∆ρ = 0.5
(weak wide ITB), which is much larger than that in the
ITB in JT-60U. In JT-60U, the ITB location moves out-
ward during the ITB formation both in the normal (posi-
tive) magnetic shear ITB and in the strong reversed (neg-
ative) magnetic shear ITB (see Fig.27). In contrast, the
ITB location moves inward in LHD, while the ITB loca-
tion moves outward during the ITB formation, regard-
less of the sign of the magnetic shear in JT-60U. It is a






FIG. 25: (a) Time evolution and (b) radial profile ion tem-
perature in the high βp ITB in JT-60U (from figure 3(a) and
figure 1(a) in [160]), and (c) time evolution and (d) radial
profile of ion temperature in the weak magnetic shear ITB in
JET (From figure 1(b) and figure 5(a) in [161]).
opposite between the ITBs in JT-60U and LHD. One of
the possible mechanisms for the weak wide ITB in LHD
is a large neoclassical ion transport in helical plasma.
The large neoclassical transport in helical plasma limit
the increase of ion temperature gradient and prevents
the formation of strong narrow ITB. In the weak wide
ITB, only the moderate reduction of turbulent transport
is necessary where the reduced turbulent transport is still
higher than the large neoclassical transport.
Figure 27(a)(b) show the time evolution of the ion tem-
perature at various normalized radii and contour of con-
fidence factor for identifying an ITB determined by the
normalized ion temperature gradient in JET [164]. Here
the confidence factor for identifying an ITB is defined by
the probability of the normal distribution with the center























































FIG. 26: (a) Time evolution and (b) contour of ion temper-
ature gradients in the normal (positive) magnetic shear ITB
in JT-60U (from figure 5(a) in [162]), and (c) time evolution
and (d) contour of ion temperature gradients in the ion ITB
in LHD (From figure 3(a) in [162], and figure 3(a) in [163]).
ation of measurement uncertainty (error bar). Then the
confidence factor becomes 50 % when the normalized ion
temperature gradient is equal to the critical number and
84.1, 97.7, and 99.9 % when the normalized ion temper-
ature gradient exceeds the critical number by 1, 2, and 3
times of error bar, respectively. The critical normalized
gradient, defined as the ratio of ion Larmor radius to scale
length of ion temperature gradient (ρs/LT ), was chosen
to be 1.4 × 10−2 from a discharge ITB with a perfectly
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visible barrier whose emergence time was well defined
and which was used as a reference. The movement of the
ITB foot location outward in time is more significant at
the formation of ITB. Figure 27(c)(d) shows the contour
of the ion temperature gradient in time and normalized
minor radius in JT-60U [163]. This is a discharge with
‘narrow’ and ‘strong’ ITB and the temperature gradient
reaches 75keV/m, which corresponds to the normalized
gradient of 2.4 × 10−2. The minimum q location moves
inward from 0.75 to 0.65 in time. In this discharge, the
ITB appears at ρ = 0.3, then the maximum ion tem-
perature location moves outward spontaneously with the
increase of gradient. When the maximum ion tempera-
ture location reaches the minimum q location, the out-
ward movement stops and ITB foot stays just inside the
minimum q location.
From these experiments, the location of minimum
safety factor, qmin, has a strong impact on transport and
ITB formation in the plasma with strong reversed mag-
netic shear regardless of the value of qmin. As clearly
demonstrated in JT-60U experiment, the outward move-
ment of ITB foot stops at the minimum q location, and
the ITB foot point tracks to the qmin location in the
steady-state phase as seen in figure 10. These results
are in contrast to the DIII-D experimental results in the
plasma with weak magnetic shear, where the temperature
gradient increases when the minimum q cross the rational
surface and the JET experimental results in the plasma
with positive magnetic shear where the ITB foot locates
at the rotational surface as described in section II-C and
II-D. These results imply that the rational surface plays
an important role in determining the location of ITB foot
in the plasma with positive or weakly reversed magnetic
shear but not in the plasma with strong reversed mag-
netic shear. Note that all local transport models fail to
explain the movement of ITB region, which requires the
abrupt reduction and enhancement of thermal diffusivity
when the ITB region moves from inner to outer side of
the given radii (ρ = 0.5 and 0.58) as seen in figure 27(c).
Therefore, the radial propagation of ITB region is strong
evidence for the existence of non-locality of transport in
the plasma.
The non-locality of transport is considered to exist in
the L-mode plasma as well as in ITB plasma. However, it
is impossible to detect the non-locality of transport from
the power balance transport analysis in the steady state
phase because the non-locality of transport is masked
by the radial dependence of local transport coefficient.
Therefore, the non-locality of transport can be identified
by the dynamic transport analysis (flux gradient relation
analysis in the transient phase). The simultaneous rise
and decay of the electron temperature and temperature
gradients in two zones is clear evidence of non-locality
of transport [165–167]. By using the dynamic transport
analysis, the transient heat diffusivity was evaluated from
the flux-gradient relation during the expansion of elec-
tron ITB where the electron temperature rise due to the













































FIG. 27: (a) Time evolution of the ion temperature at vari-
ous normalized radii and (b) contour of confidence factor for
identifying an ITB determined by the normalized ion temper-
ature gradient in strong reversed (negative) magnetic shear
ITB in JET (from figure 2 in [164]), (c) time evolution of ion
temperature gradient, and (d) contour of the ion temperature
gradient in time and normalized minor radius in the strong re-
versed (negative) magnetic shear ITB in JT-60U (from figure
6(a) in [162] and figure 3(b) in [163]).
fusivity was low and to be 0.1 m2/s in JT-60U [166]. It
should be noted that the heat diffusivity evaluated from
this method is transient (it increases again after 60 ms
from the onset of ITB) and much smaller than that eval-
uated from the steady-state power balance analysis by a
factor of more than 2 [30]. Similar result was reported in
the modulation ECH experiment. The transient electron
heat diffusivity evaluated from the heat pulse propaga-
tion produced by ECH is larger than that evaluated from
the steady state power balance by a factor of 2 - 3 [90].
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The abrupt change in heat diffusivity (decrease at the
onset of ITB and increases at the onset of ECH) can not
be explained by the change in local parameters, because
the change of local parameter is slow in the time scale of
confinement. These results imply a violation of local clo-
sure of the heat transport [168], where the heat diffusivity
is not only determined by the local parameters such as
temperature gradients, E×B shear, and magnetic shear.
C. Dynamics of termination of internal transport
barrier: collapse event
As the temperature gradient increases due to the for-
mation of ITB, MHD instability becomes strong and at
sometimes collapse occurs [169–174]. There are various
types of MHD events causing the termination of ITB
event. Disruption, snakes, and tearing modes are fre-
quently observed as a trigger of collapse events in JET
[170]. The appearance of these types depends on the
peaking of ion pressure. In the discharge with very high
peaked pressure, the instability leads to the disruption.
In the discharge with less peaked ion pressure profile,
non-linear perturbation (so-called snake) at the q = 2
near the ITB foot location causes the collapse of ITB.
The radial extent and inward movement of the snake
causes a gradual erosion of the ITB. For even broader
pressure profiles, the tearing modes with n ∼ 5 affect
the transport and terminate the high performance. In
the case of strong ITB, the multiple harmonic modes
with n =1, which are not localized at certain radii, is
quite common in JET [171]. In the ITB plasma with H-
mode pedestal, large ELM often triggers the ITB collapse
[172, 173].
As seen in figure 28(a)(b), the plasma stored energy
keep increasing after the formation of ITB during the
small type III ELM. The type I ELM starts after the
short interval of ELM-free period preceded by type III
ELM phase. At the first type I ELM, abrupt decrease of
stored energy is observed, which indicates the ITB col-
lapse. This is because when large ELMs occur, strong
perturbations δTe on electron temperature are generated
and strong perturbations propagate inward on a ballis-
tic timescale. This propagation is reminiscent of non-
local transport experiments. The perturbation induced
by large ELMs can reach the ITB because δTe increases in
the vicinity of the ITB before being strongly damped fur-
ther inside. Such ELMs also lead to a transient increase
of Te gradient at the ITB, which then moves inwards on
a diffusive timescale. In Alcator C-mod, MHD activity
with m/n = 2/1 mode was observed before the collapse
of ITB. As seen in figure 28(c), the rapid increase of soft
x-ray emission at 1.2 sec after LHCD turned-on indicates
the formation of ITB [174]. This ITB phase ended be-
fore LHCD turn-off, with the growth of MHD activity as
seen in figure 28(d). The toroidal mode number of this
activity was n = 1 based on magnetics, and the soft x-ray
emission signals show that the mode has an even poloidal
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FIG. 28: (a) Time evolution of stored energy measured with
diamagnetic loop, (b) Dα signal in JET (from figure 1(a) and
(c) in [172]), (c) time evolution of soft X-ray emission, (d)
m/n = 2/1 mode observed in soft x-ray emission before ITB
collapse in Alcator C-Mod (from figure 1(e) and figure 1(f)
in [174]), (e) time evolution of the ion temperature, electron
temperature, and neutron rate, and (f) MHD activity dur-
ing the ITB phase in ASDEX Upgrade (from figure 1(b) and
figure 6 in [175]).
mode number. Based on the location of the mode and
the q profile, this mode is considered to be an m/n = 2/1
mode. These experimental observations show the MHD
activity causes the termination of ITBs.
However, there are experimental results which show
that MHD activity does not impact the ITB collapse.
In ASDEX Upgrade, ITBs are observed to collapse after
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only several energy confinement times but already before
the first type I ELM occurs, and the ELMs are not the
cause of the confinement deterioration. Strong MHD ac-
tivity, usually m/n =2/1 or 3/1, is found to limit the
core energy confinement and ITBs are observed to col-
lapse as seen in figure 28(e) [175]. Figure 28(f) shows
MHD activity (fishbones and neoclassical tearing modes)
at the beginning of the ITB collapse indicated by the
shaded vertical region. In particular, the highest am-
plitude of MHD activity was observed before the ITB
collapses. The MHD activity varies significantly in time
due to the rapid increase in the background density and
the supra-thermal ion population, and is not correlated
to the trigger and termination of ITBs in the ASDEX
Upgrade experiment.
V. NON-DIFFUSIVE MOMENTUM AND
PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN THE ITB PLASMA
The non-diffusive term of the momentum and particle
transport is expected to be more sensitive to the change
in turbulence state rather than the diffusive term, be-
cause the slight change in the phase relation can change
the sign of the non-diffusive term. Therefore, when the
internal transport barrier (ITB) is formed, non-diifusive
term of momentum transport (intrinsic torque and rota-
tion) and non-diffusive term of particle (inward or out-
ward convection) are expected to change. In this section,
how the intrinsic torque and rotation and convection of
impurity transport change after the formation of ITB in
tokamak and helical plasmas is discussed.
A. Intrinsic rotation in the internal transport
barrier plasmas
The intrinsic torque and rotation are commonly ob-
served in ohmic, L-mode, H-mode and ITB plasmas in
tokamak and helical plasmas [4]. The residual stress due
to the symmetry breaking of turbulence is a strong can-
didate for the intrinsic torque and rotation [3, 176] and
is supported by the experimental result in DIII-D [177].
and ASDEX Upgrade [178, 179]. Therefore, the changes
in the intrinsic torque and rotation are good indications
for the change in turbulence structure at the transition
from L-mode to ITB plasmas.
A large increase of toroidal rotation in the counter di-
rection in the narrow region of ITB is observed in JT-
60U, which is called notched Vϕ profile [63]. Figure
29 shows the radial profiles of ion temperature Ti and
toroidal rotation velocity, Vϕ, of carbon impurities mea-
sured by charge exchange spectroscopy, which was ob-
tained by jogging the plasma, which was moved inwards
by 0.1 m in 0.1 sec during the quasi-state phase of ITB.
A steep ion temperature gradient was formed at half of
the plasma minor radius, but becomes flat in the core
region. Similar characteristic are observed in the radial
FIG. 29: Radial profiles of (a) ion temperature and (b)
toroidal rotation velocity obtained by jogging the plasma in
JT-60U. Different symbols indicate different times during this
discharge. Here, ITB location, ITB foot point, and ITB width
are indicated as ρITB, ρfoot, and ∆ITBt, respectively (from fig-
ure 1 in [63]).
profiles of electron temperature and density, while the
heating deposition profile is peaked at the magnetic axis.
The notched feature in the Vϕ profile was formed near
the ITB, which indicates that a substantial radial elec-
tric field shear was formed in the ITB layer. The notched
profile often appeared in the measured Vϕ profile of car-
bon impurities in reversed magnetic shear with ITBs,
mainly for balanced momentum injection. This indicates
that there are non-diffusive terms in toroidal momentum
transport, because the notch structure of toroidal rota-
tion suggests the intrinsic rotation in counterdirection
driven by sharp temperature gradient at the ITB region.
There is a difference in toroidal rotation velocity be-
tween the bulk ion and carbon impurity as predicted by
neoclassical theory. The difference depends on the mag-
netic field geometry and ion temperature gradient and
vanishes at the magnetic axis. Therefore it is important
to investigate whether there is a disparity of toroidal ro-
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tation due to the spontaneous rotation at the magnetic
axis. The time evolution of the radial profiles of toroidal
rotation was measured in the beam exchange experiment,
where NBI direction is switched from co- to counter- to
the plasma current in JFT-2M [180, 181]. It was re-
ported that the non-diffusive term for toroidal momen-
tum transport was increased with the increase of ion tem-
perature gradient and is roughly inversely proportional to
the poloidal magnetic field. A good correlation between
the intrinsic rotation Vϕ and the pressure gradient is most
significant in the ITB plasma [182].
The intrinsic rotation in the counterdirection is also ob-
served in the ITB plasma with ICRF hearing in Alcator
C-Mod [183–187], where the changes both in particle and
heat transport are significant as seen in the peaking of
electron profiles and soft X-ray brightness as seen in fig-
ure 30(a)(b). The formation of ITB starts at t = 0.9 sec
and there is continuous peaking both in density and soft
X-ray brightness profile until t = 1.2 sec. The time evo-
lution of toroidal rotation velocity plotted in figure 30(c)
shows co-rotations in the center and at the off mid-plane
(+10.4cm and -10.3cm) start to decrease (accelerated in
the counter direction) at the beginning of formation of
ITB (t = 0.9 sec) before the significant peaking of elec-
tron density and soft X-ray brightness is observed (t =
1.2 sec). Because the rotation velocities above and below
the mid-plane show similar behavior, the effect of radial
electric field (velocity perpendicular to magnetic field)
to the measured rotation velocity is small and the rota-
tion velocity measured mainly reflects toroidal rotation
velocity. The large time derivative of toroidal rotation,
which indicates that the appearance of intrinsic torque in
counter direction, is seen only at the emergence of ITB
(t = 0.9 - 0.95 sec). Therefore this experiment clearly
demonstrate that the intrinsic rotation in the counter di-
rection is not due to the change in density or temperature
profiles (not due to the neoclassical effect) but is due to
the appearance of intrinsic torque in counter direction
associated with the change in turbulence structure.
In contrast, the intrinsic rotation in the codirection
is observed in the ion-ITB plasma in LHD [120, 188],
where the ITB structure appears only in ion tempera-
ture profile, and not in density and electron temperature
profiles. The disparity in the toroidal rotation velocity
profiles between co-NBI and counter-NBI discharge be-
comes weaker in the L-mode plasmas in LHD [189]). The
radial profile of the toroidal rotation velocity in the plas-
mas with the counter-NBI dominant discharge is quite
different from the one in the plasmas with the co-NBI
dominant discharge. It should be noted that the plasma
rotates in the codirection at the half of the plasma mi-
nor radius in plasmas with the counter-NBI dominant
discharge. The spontaneous toroidal rotation measured
with carbon impurity is larger than that predicted with
the neoclassical theory by a factor of two, which indi-
cates the significant contribution of spontaneous rotation
driven by turbulence.
The radial flux due to the residual stress (third term
FIG. 30: Radial profiles of (a) electron density and (b) X-ray
brightness, and (c) time evolution of toroidal rotation velocity
at central chord, +10.4cm and -10.3cm in the ITB plasma in
Alcator C-Mod (from figure 5 and figure 6 in [183]).
of the momentum transport equation (2) in page 2) does
not depend on the sign of toroidal rotation. This term
can be experimentally evaluated from the flux-gradient
relation (Pϕ vs ∂Vϕ/∂r) of two ITB discharges with co
and counter injection NBI. Here, the momentum flux
in co injection (Pϕ(co)) is positive value, while that in
counter injection (Pϕ(ctr)) is negative. This is because
if the momentum viscosity is assumed to be unchanged























































































FIG. 31: (a) Sum (co+ctr) and difference (co-ctr) of normal-
ized external torque as a function of velocity gradient from
two ITB discharges with coinjection (co) NBI and counterin-
jection (ctr) NBI and (b) radial profiles of intrinsic torque in
the L-mode, transition and ITB phase in LHD (from figure
4(b) and 6(b) in [120]).
tween L-mode plasma and ITB plasma) and momentum
pinch term is neglected, the difference of flux and gradi-
ent (Pϕ(co)/(mini) - Pϕ (ctr)/(mini) and ∂Vϕ/∂r(co) -
∂Vϕ/∂r(ctr)) gives the flux-gradient relation of the dif-
fusive term. Then the offset of sum of momentum flux
(co+ctr) from the difference of momentum flux (co-ctr)
gives the residual stress term of ΓRSϕ ,(the third term of
equation (2)). Here, the positive ΓRSϕ is the radial flux
due to the residual stress in counterdirection, while the
negative ΓRSϕ is the radial flux due to the residual stress
in codirection. As seen in figure 31 (a), sum of momen-
tum flux (co+ctr) is larger than the flux-gradient rela-
tion curve of the difference of momentum flux (co-ctr),
which indicates that finite non-diffusive term in coun-
terdirection at reff/a99 = 0.55 (just inside the ion-ITB
foot). The flux gradient curve of sum of momentum flux
(co+ctr) is larger than the flux-gradient relation curve
of the difference of momentum flux (co-ctr) at the be-
ginning, while the flux gradient curve of sum (co+ctr)
becomes smaller than the flux gradient curve of differ-
ence (co-ctr) after the formation of ion-ITB. Then the
significant non-diffusive term in codirection is required
to satisfy the flux-gradient given by the difference of mo-
mentum flux (co-ctr) plotted in figure 31(a). This result
indicates the finite non-diffusive term in counterdirection
in L-mode phase and non-diffusive term in codirection in
ITB phase
Figure 31(b) shows the radial profile of the intrin-
sic torque evaluated from the non-diffusive term of the
momentum flux assuming the coefficient of the diffusive
term (perpendicular viscosity) is identical between co-
NBI dominate and counter-NBI dominant ITB discharges
[120]. Before the ITB formation, the intrinsic torque is in
the counterdirection in the core (reff/a99 < 0.4), while it
is in the codirection in the outer region (reff/a99 > 0.4).
The intrinsic torques in the core region change sign from
the counterdirection to the codirection after the forma-
tion of the ITB, which clearly shows the strong coupling
between the heat transport and the momentum trans-
port. The intrinsic torque in the L-mode region is in the
counterdirection, while it reverses to the codirection in-
side the ITB. The reversal of intrinsic torque from coun-
terdirection to codirection is observed to be associated
with the formation of ion ITB, where the ITG mode is
expected to be unstable and the TEM is considered to be
stabilized due to the increase of ion temperature gradient
and flattening of electron density profile. The reversal of
intrinsic torque is strong evidence of the change in tur-
bulence state. The precise measurements of turbulence
characteristics at the reversal of intrinsic torque are nec-
essary to investigate the dominant unstable mode and
understand the mechanism driving this intrinsic torque.
B. Impurity accumulation in tokamak plasmas
Impurity transport has been studied especially in the
ITB plasma in tokamaks [190–193]. Although the ITB
can contribute to the significant improvement of core con-
finement, maintaining the ITB plasmas in steady condi-
tions with high plasma purity is challenging due to MHD
instabilities, impurity accumulation, and high core ra-
diations [194, 195]. The impurity accumulation in the
ITB plasma has been recognized to be a serious prob-
lem especially for the steady-state operation in tokamak
especially with the tungsten wall [196–199].
The accumulation is due to inwardly directed drift ve-
locities inside the ITB radius. The strength of the im-
purity peaking increases with the impurity charge and is
low for the low-Z elements C and Ne. Transport calcula-
tions show that the observed behavior is consistent with
dominant neoclassical impurity transport inside the ITB
plasma in JET [200]. In figure 32, various profiles for
three time points during the ITB phase t = 6.2, 6.6, and
6.8 s are shown and compared with measurements. As
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FIG. 32: Three radial profiles of (a) electron density, (b) ion
temperature, (c) neoclassical and anomalous diffusion coeffi-
cient, Dneo, Dan, (d) neoclassical convection velocity normal-
ized total diffusion coefficient vneo/(Dneo + Dan), (e) neon
(Ne) density, and (f) nickel (Ni) density from the impurity
transport simulation in the ITB plasma in JET. The overlaid
symbols give experimentally measured profiles (from figure 4
in [200]).
seen in the density profile and ion temperature profiles in
figure 32 (a)(b), the ITB structures are observed both in
particle and ion heat transport. For neon (Ne) and nickel
(Ni), the diffusion coefficients Dneo are shown in figure
32 (c) while the ratio vneo/(Dneo + Dan) is depicted in
figure 32(d). The value of anomalous diffusion coefficient,
Dan, which is assumed to be equal for all species, is set
ad hoc. Close to the axis the poloidal field becomes very
low, the orbits of trapped particles are very large, and
standard neoclassical theory may not be applied. Here,
the measured profiles are flat and a high value of Dan = 1
m2 s−1 is used to describe this situation. For r > 0.2 m,
the anomalous diffusion coefficient is chosen to be below
Dneo with Dan = 0.02 m
2 s−1 for radii inside the radius
of the ITB and to increase from the ITB radius towards
the edge. The plot of vneo/D demonstrates that trans-
port is more convective for Ni, the element with higher
Z compared to Ne, and stronger peaking is expected for
Ni. The peaking increases with the impurity charge and
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FIG. 33: Radial profiles of (a) electron density (b) electron
temperature, (c) ion temperature, (d) calculated argon den-
sity which gives the soft X-ray emission profiles consistent
with the measurements, (e) anomalous diffusion coefficient,
and (f) neoclassical convention velocities of the high βp ITB
plasma before (solid lines) and during (dashed lines) the ECH
in JT-60U (from figure 9(a)(b)(c) and figure 10 (c)(b)(a) in
[204]).
neoclassical convection [201]. These z-dependences of
convection observed in ITB plasma in JET are consis-
tent with that observed in the H-mode plasma in PBX
[202]. This can be seen in figures 32 (e) and (f), where the
simulated density profile of Ni evolves a much stronger
peaking than Ne. While the measured Ne densities are
well described by the model, there is still not enough
peaking of Ni in the simulation. The central density at t
= 6.8s is nNi = 8× 1016m−3, i.e., 27 % below the mea-
sured value. The turbulence driven convection velocity
is also the candidate to explain the discrepancy between
the measurements and predictions by neoclassical model.
Theoretical predictions of the turbulent convection veloc-
ity including recent quasilinear gyrokinetic results are in
qualitative agreement with a dedicated experiment [203].
In contrast, the diffusion coefficient of impurity (car-
bon and argon) estimated assuming the neoclassical in-
ward convection velocity were found to be 4 - 5 times
larger than the neoclassical value in the ITB plasma in
JT-60U [204]. The diffusion coefficient of both argon
and carbon estimated assuming the neoclassical inward
convection velocity are also 4 - 5 times larger than the
neoclassical value. Helium and carbon are not accumu-
lated inside the ITB even with ion heat transport close to
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a neoclassical level, while the argon impurity shows accu-
mulation [205]. The helium diffusivity (DHe) and the ion
thermal diffusivity (χi) are 5 - 15 times higher than the
neoclassical level in the high βp ITB plasma. Therefore,
there are clear discrepancies between the impurity pro-
file measured and predicted by neoclassical convention
velocity and diffusion coefficient.
Argon impurity can be exhausted from inside the ITB
region by applying ECH in the high βp ITB plasma asso-
ciated with the flattening of electron density [204]. Fig-
ure 33 shows the radial profile of electron density, elec-
tron temperature, ion temperature, neoclassical conven-
tion velocity, anomalous diffusion coefficients, and simu-
lated argon profiles that matched the observed soft X-ray
emission. When the ECH is applied, electron tempera-
ture profile is peaked due to the central electron heat-
ing and both electron density and argon density profile
show flattening, while the ion temperature profile is al-
most unchanged. The flattening of argon profile inferred
from the soft x-ray emission is consistent with the predic-
tion of decreases of neoclassical convection velocity due
to the flattening of electron density with almost identical
anomalous diffusion coefficient profile. There is no impu-
rity exhaust observed by ECH in the reversed magnetic
shear ITB plasma, where there is no flattening of electron
density due to ECH This is due to the fact that ECH does
not cause the flattening of electron density in the reversed
shear ITB. These results imply that density peaking is a
cause of impurity accumulation of argon. However, these
results can not exclude the possible mechanism that the
increase the electron temperature gradient enhance the
outward convection of both bulk ion and impurity ions as
predicted by so-called temperature screening effect [206].
The relation between the density peaking and impu-
rity peaking is an interesting topic, because there is no
impurity accumulation in the helical plasma, where the
density profile is flat even in the plasma with ITB of heat
transport. It should be also noted that the tokamak ITB
plasma with pure electron heating does not have serious
impurity accumulation [207]. The other mechanism to
prevent the impurity accumulation is MHD activity. The
sawtooth activity in the core region causes the flattening
of impurity density inside q = 1 surface [208]. In some
cases a sudden expulsion of impurity is observed associ-
ated with the m/n = 1/1 MHD activity even before the
sawtooth starts or even in the plasma without sawtooth.
The sudden expulsion of impurity has been observed in
various tokamaks in DIII-D (‘type-O’ discharge) [209], in
PBX (‘impurity crash’ [69]), and in JET [210], regardless
of the confinement mode.
C. Temperature screening in tokamak and
impurity hole in helical plasmas
It is an interesting topics whether the neoclassical pro-
cess is dominant or not in the impurity transport in the
helical plasma with ITB where the turbulent transport is
suppressed. Various experiments on impurity transport
in helical plasmas have been reported. Since the neo-
classical transport in helical plasma is larger than that
in tokamak, the impurity transport in helical plasma has
been considered to be dominated by neoclassical trans-
port rather than turbulent transport. However, the re-
cent observation of impurity hole was found to be incon-
sistent with the neoclassical prediction. The very hollow
impurity density profile, namely, the impurity hole, has
been observed associated with the formation of ITB in
LHD [211, 212]. It is interesting to compare the carbon
impurity profiles in the plasma with ion ITB and with flat
electron density profiles in tokamak and helical plasmas.
Figure 34 shows the radial profiles of ion temperature,
electron temperature, electron density, and carbon den-
sity of the ion ITB plasmas in DIII-D [206] and LHD
[212].
In DIII-D, the impurity density profiles are measured
with charge exchange spectroscopy in the VH-mode,
where the strong ion temperature gradient is observed
up to near the magnetic axis in ρ < 0.5 with flat elec-
tron density profiles and with almost zero electron den-
sity gradients. In this discharge, both the carbon and
neon density profiles are observed to quickly reorganize
from a centrally peaked profile to a strongly hollow pro-
file during the VH-mode phase. The very hollow carbon
profile measured provides clear evidence that a strong
outward convective component of the impurity particle
flux is present. Comparing the measurements with the-
oretical predictions of collisional (neoclassical) transport
indicates that the observed outward convection results
from an effect known as temperature screening.
In LHD, precise measurement of ion temperature and
carbon density are given by the charge exchange spec-
troscopy. In this discharge, the sharp ion temperature
gradient is observed up to near the magnetic axis, while
the electron temperature gradient decreases in the core
region and is much smaller than that of ions. The elec-
tron density profile is flat and only the small density gra-
dient exists in the plasma core of ρ < 0.9, which is a
typical electron density profile in LHD. The carbon pro-
file is very hollow and it has a peak near the plasm edge
ρ = 0.7 − 0.8, which is called ‘impurity hole’. Although
the observed radial profile of carbon density is very simi-
lar to that observed in DIII-D, the hollow carbon density
profile and the strong outward convective component of
the impurity particle flux is not due to the collisional
(neoclassical) transport. In the helical plasma, the con-
vective component by radial electric field is more dom-
inant than the component of the temperature gradient.
In this plasma, the neoclassical convection component of
the impurity particle flux is inward due to the negative
electric field, which is confirmed by the measurements of
HIBP in LHD [213].
Therefore, the hollow impurity profile observed in LHD
is not consistent with the neoclassical prediction. Com-
prehensive electrostatic gyrokinetic linear stability calcu-




FIG. 34: Radial profiles of ion temperature, electron temper-
ature, electron density, and carbon density of the ion ITB
plasmas in (a) DIII-D and (b) LHD (from figure 2(a) [206]
and figure 2 in [212] modified).
with an ITB and carbon impurity hole were used to make
quasilinear estimates of particle flux to explore whether
microturbulence can explain the observed outward car-
bon fluxes that flow ‘up’ the impurity density gradient.
As the carbon density gradient is scanned between the
measured value and zero, the quasilinear carbon flux is
invariably inward when the carbon density profile is hol-
low, thus turbulent transport due to the instabilities con-
sidered here does not explain the observed outward flux
of impurities in impurity hole plasmas [214].
Figure 35(a)(b) shows the time evolution of ion tem-
perature, electron temperature and density, and carbon
density at various radii at the formation of ITB in LHD
[215]. Although the increase of ion and electron tem-
perature are gradual, the change in electron density and
carbon density is abrupt. Before the formation of ITB,
both electron density and carbon density increase. How-
ever, both densities suddenly start to decrease after the













































































































FIG. 35: Time evolution of (a) ion temperature, electron tem-
perature, and density at plasma center, (b) carbon density at
various radii, and (c) flux-gradient relation in the impurity
transport at the formation of ITB in LHD. Vertical lines show
the timing at which the carbon density near the plasma core
changes from increasing to decreasing. (from figure 1(b)(d)
and figure 2 in [215]).
impurity starts from center (ρ = 0.1) and propagates to
the edge (ρ = 0.89). The radial flux is evaluated from the
change in carbon density (∂nc/∂t). Figure 35(c) shows
a relationship between the radial particle flux of carbon
normalized by the carbon density and the gradient of the
carbon density normalized by the carbon density during
impurity hole formation at the normalized minor radius
ρ = 0.74 where the gradient of the carbon density varies
widely from positive to negative. The flux changes from
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inward (negative) to outward (positive) dynamically over
time. The diffusion coefficient of 0.12 m2s−1 (slope of the
line) and outward convective flow velocity (y-intercept of
the line) are observed late in the discharge as the dot-
ted line in figure 35(c). It is clear that the radial carbon
flux changes its sign from negative (inward) to positive
(outward) in the time scale of 100 ms (from t = 3.93 to
4.03 sec), where there is not much change in plasma pa-
rameters. The abrupt change of radial carbon flux can
not be explained by neoclassical convection, because the
temperature and density gradient that determine the flux
can change gradually in time and the NBI heated plasma
in this discharge is in the ion root (negative Er) and no
transition to electron root (positive Er) is expected [213].
This experiment shows the strong non-linearity in the
convection component of the impurity transport. One of
the candidates of the non-linear process is a modification
of the dominant underlying instability [216].
VI. NON-LOCALITY OF INTERNAL
TRANSPORT BARRIER PLASMAS
A. Transport coupling between inside and outside
the internal transport barrier
The core and edge transport coupling has been ob-
served in the plasma as a sudden change of core transport
associated with the transition from L-mode to H-mode
transition [217–219] and the model of non-local trans-
port was proposed [220, 221]. Non-locality of transport
was observed as an interplay between the edge transport
barrier and the internal transport barrier in the transient
phase. The coupling of transport between inside and out-
side the ITB region is another example of non-locality of
transport.
Figure 36 shows the time evolution of electron tem-
perature measured with ECE at various radii in JT-60U
[222]. In this discharge, the back-transition from H-mode
to L-mode occurs at t = 6.08 sec and the electron tem-
perature at half radius (r/a = 0.57) starts to decrease.
The formation of ITB starts at t = 6.3 sec and the elec-
tron temperature in the core region (r/a = 0.28 - 0.57)
starts to increase. The L-mode to H-mode transition oc-
curs during the formation of the ITB at t = 6.4 sec and
transient small decrease of electron temperature is ob-
served at half radius, which implies the degradation of
ITB associated with the transition from L-mode to H-
mode. These electron temperature responses were inter-
preted as the transient increase of thermal diffusivity in
the ITB region at the time of transport transition at the
edge. Although the degradation of ITB is small and only
in the narrow region in radius, this result gives the ex-
perimental evidence for the transport coupling between
the edge and core region.
The other coupling of transport between inside and
outside the ITB region is observed as simultaneous in-
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FIG. 36: Time evolution of electron temperature measured
with ECE at various radii during the ITB formation (t > 6.3
sec) with L-H transition (t = 6.4 sec) in JT-60U (from figure
4 in [222]).
outside (inner side of shoulder or outer side of foot) ITB
region. Figure 37(a)(b) shows the time evolution of the
electron temperature gradients during the formation of
electron ITBs in LHD and JT-60U after the ECH pulse
is turned on in the NBI heated plasmas. In LHD, the
temperature gradient at ρ = 0.17 and ρ = 0.3 increases
on a transport time scale (∼ 35 ms) after the ECH pulse
is turned on. The temperature gradient keeps increas-
ing at ρ = 0.3, which becomes the high gradient ITB
region, while the temperature gradient starts to decrease
at ρ = 0.17, which becomes the ‘shoulder’ of the ITB.
Similar behavior is observed during the formation of the
parabolic-shaped ITB in JT-60U with a positive mag-
netic shear, where the central q value is low enough not
to cause the degradation of the transport. In both dis-
charges, the simultaneous changes in temperature gradi-
ent (increase of the temperature gradient inside ITB and
decrease of the temperature gradient just on the inner
side of shoulder) are observed at the transition from L-
mode phase to ITB phase (1.335 sec in LHD and 5.105
sec in JT-60U).
The decrease of temperature gradients on the outer
side of ITB foot is observed at the transition from L-
mode phase to ITB phase in HL-2A as seen in figure
37(c) [57]. In the L-mode phase, the ion temperature
gradients at both ρ = 0.2 and ρ = 0.5 increase in time.
The normalized ion temperature R/LTi, where the R is
major radius and LTi is scale length of ion temperature
defined by -Ti(∂Ti/∂r)
−1, increases from L-mode level






FIG. 37: Time evolution of electron temperature gradient at
ITB region and shoulder in (a) LHD and (b) JT-60U and
relation between the ion temperature gradient at ρ = 0.2 and
ρ = 0.5 in HL-2A (from figure 3(a)(b) in [167] and figure 8(b)
in [57]).
from L-mode to ITB mode, the normalized ion temper-
ature gradient at ρ = 0.2 (ITB region) keeps increasing
and reaches the ITB level (∼ 30). However, the normal-
ized ion temperature gradient at ρ = 0.5 (just on the
outer side of ITB foot) starts to decrease to low level of
∼ 6. This result clearly demonstrates the degradation of
transport outside ITB region associated with the devel-
opment of ITB [57]. Similar behavior is observed after
the formation of ITB in the helical plasma and the in-
crease of thermal diffusivity outside ITB region after the
formation of ITB is reported in LHD [223].
B. Curvature of ion temperature inside internal
transport barrier and its transition
The precise measurements of ion temperature profiles
with charge exchange spectroscopy can provide the radial
profiles of first derivative (gradient) and second derivative
(curvature) of ion temperature profiles [224, 225]. The
second derivative of ion temperature (∂2Ti/∂r
2) is posi-
tive at the foot point, while it is negative at the shoulder.
Therefore, it is important to evaluate the radial profile of
second derivative of ion temperature in the ITB region to
study the shoulder and foot position and its sharpness.
Figure 38 shows the radial profiles of ion tempera-
ture and first and second derivative of ion temperature.
The first derivative of ion temperature can be up to -
FIG. 38: Radial profiles of (a) ion temperature (Ti), (b) first
derivative (∂Ti/∂r), and (c) second derivative (∂
2Ti/∂r
2) of
ion temperature profile of ITB plasma in HL-2A (from figure
2 (a)(c)(d) in [57]).
17 keV/m at the center of ITB regions. The second
derivative of ion temperature has positive peak at the
foot point and negative peak at the shoulder. The ra-
dial profile of second derivative is symmetry (magnitude
of positive peak ∼ magnitude of negative peak) and the
magnitude of second derivative of ion temperature is (0.2
- 0.3 MeV/m2). The ITB foot location is determined
from the peak of second derivative of ion temperature in
this experiment. The location of ITB foot moves a little
inward after the formation of ITB in this discharge. Be-
cause the relation of the location of the ITB foot to the
rational surface is a key issue to understand the mecha-
nisms of formation of this ITB, the quantitative compar-
ison of ITB foot location with q = 1 location is necessary.
The non-locality of transport is also observed even just
inside the ITB region alone and it determines the curva-
ture of temperature profile inside ITB. When the radial
structure of ITB is like a hyperbolic tangent shape, the
region with positive second derivative is equal to the re-
gion with negative second derivative of ion temperature
(symmetric ITB). However, the ITB can be asymmetric.
Depending on whether the width with positive second
derivative (∂2Ti/∂r
2 > 0) or negative second derivative
(∂2Ti/∂r
2 < 0) is wider, there are two types of ITBs.
One is concave ITB where W∂2Ti/∂r2>0 > W∂2Ti/∂r2<0
and the other is convex ITB where W∂2Ti/∂r2<0 >
W∂2Ti/∂r2>0.
A spontaneous transition phenomena between two
states of a plasma with an internal transport barrier
(ITB) is observed in the steady-state phase of the mag-
netic shear in the negative magnetic shear plasma in the
JT-60U tokamak. These two ITB states are characterized
by different profiles of the second radial derivative of the
ion temperature inside the ITB region (one has a weak
concave shape and the other has a strong convex shape)
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FIG. 39: Radial profiles of (a) ion temperature (Ti), (b) first
derivative, (∂Ti/∂r), and (c) second derivative (∂
2Ti/∂r
2) of
ion temperature profile of ITB plasmas in JT-60U (from figure
1(a) and figure 2(b)(c) in [226]).
between the L mode and the ITB region, which is deter-
mined by the turbulence penetration into the ITB region
[226]. These two ITB states are characterized by different
curvatures of ion temperature as seen in the temperature
profiles at t = 6.04 - 6.09 sec and t = 6.24 - 6.29 sec in
figure 39(a). Clear differences in the curvatures of ion
temperature profiles between these two time slices are
observed in the ITB region (0.53 < ρ < 0.65). On the
other hand, the ion temperature outside the ITB region
is identical within the error bar between these two states.
The change in curvature of the temperature profile is ob-
served in both ion temperature and the electron temper-
ature measured with electron cyclotron emission (ECE).
The change in the curvature of the ion temperature pro-
file is not due to the change in the safety factor q profiles,
because the q profiles measured with motional stark effect
spectroscopy are identical within the error bar between
the two ITB states. For both ITB states, the ITB region
appears near the minimum q location (qmin = 3.3).
The radial profiles of the first and second derivatives
are plotted in figure 39(b) and (c), respectively. The
maximum of first derivative of ion temperature is 80
keV/m in both of these ITBs. The radial profile of sec-
ond derivative is almost symmetry (magnitude of positive
peak ∼ magnitude of negative peak) and the magnitude
of second derivative of ion temperature is ∼ 1.5 MeV/m2
at t = 6.04 sec. The width with positive second derivative
is slightly wider than that with negative second deriva-
tive, and this ITB state is called a weak concave ITB. In
contrast, the radial profile of second derivative is asym-
metry at t = 6.24 sec and the positive peak is ∼ 0.5
MeV/m2, which is only one-third of the negative peak of
∼ 1.5 MeV/m2. The width with negative second deriva-
tive is much wider that that with positive second deriva-
tive and this ITB state is called a strong convex ITB. In
the plasma with curvature transition, the location of foot
and shoulder location can be derived more precisely as
the inner and outer boundaries of the region (ρ = 0.53
and 0.65) where the transition of ion temperature is ob-
served as seen in figure 39(a).
VII. KEY PARAMETER OF INTERNAL
TRANSPORT BARRIER CONTROL AND
FUTURE PROSPECTS
A. Stable sustainment of internal transport barrier
Sustaining the plasma with internal transport barrier
in the steady-state is an important issue [227–229]. The
strong coupling between the bootstrap current and ITB
dynamics as discussed in section II-E can cause oscilla-
tion in the buildup and collapse of ITB. It is shown that
oscillations in pressure gradient associated with repet-
itive internal transport barrier (ITB) buildup and col-
lapse occur with ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH),
neutral-beam injection (NBI), and lower-hybrid current
drive (LHCD) in JET. As seen in the figure 40(a)(b),
the periodic increases and decreases of bootstrap current
and plasma pressure occurs when the foot of the ITB
is roughly coincident with the magnetic shear reversal
radius [230]. This periodic change in pressure and its
gradient indicates the periodic process of buildup and
collapse of ITB. When the pressure profile is peaked, the
sheared E×B flow suppress the turbulence and, further-
more, the significant off-axis bootstrap current appears
with the peak at ρ = 0.5, enhances the negative magnetic
shear, and opposes the growth of drift-wave instabilities.
The other type of oscillation is observed in the cur-
vature of ITB, namely, between the concave and con-
vex ITB. Figure 40(c) shows the spontaneous transi-
tions between a concave ITB with a positive curvature
(|∂Ti/∂r(0.58)| > |∂Ti/∂r(0.71)|) and a convex ITB with
a negative curvature (|∂Ti/∂r(0.58)| < |∂Ti/∂r(0.71)|)
observed in JT-60U. The transition from convex ITB to
concave ITB is observed at t = 5.27 - 5.41 sec, while the
transition from concave ITB to convex ITB is observed
at t = 5.55 - 5.62 sec and the minor collapse is observed
at t = 5.68 sec [167]. The minor collapse occurs when the
ion temperature gradient near the foot point ρ = 0.71 in-
creases, not near the shoulder point ρ = 0.58. Therefore





FIG. 40: Contour of (a) bootstrap current and (b) plasma
pressure in time and normalized minor radius (t and ρ) in
JET (from figure 3 in [230]) and (c) time evolution of ion
temperature gradient at two locations (ρ= 0.58 and ρ= 0.71)
in the ITB region in JT-60U (from figure 4(a) in [167]).
with a negative curvature and the ITB with positive cur-
vature is more preferable to sustain the ITB state longer
without collapse.
The difference in time scale of change in E × B flow
due to the change in pressure gradient and the change in
magnetic shear by the bootstrap current can cause the
oscillation of ITB buildup and collapse. The oscillation
of ITB buildup and collapse in JET can be reproduced
by the transport model iterated with given ICRH pro-
files and self-consistently with NBI and LHCD calcula-
tion and with the stabilizing turbulence by the E × B
flow shear being combined with that of reversed mag-
netic shear in the simulation of ITB dynamics. However,
there is no transport model which reproduces the oscil-
lation of curvature of ITB observed in JT-60U, because
the q profiles are almost unchanged during the oscilla-
tion of ITB curvature. In order to clarify the mechanism
causing the ITB curvature oscillation, the understanding
of non-local transport is necessary.
B. Avoidance of MHD instability
The performance of ITB is limited by the MHD activ-
ity, not by the transport, due to the significant suppres-
sion of electro-static turbulence. The bursting MHD ac-
tivities due to the unstable resistive interchange mode ap-
pears in the negative central magnetic shear plasmas and
sometimes trigger the disruption in D-IIID [231]. Avoid-
ance of MHD instability is a crucial issue for sustaining
the ITB plasma in the steady-state because the MHD ac-
tivity localized in the sharp pressure gradient limits the
increase of pressure gradients or causes the termination
of ITB [232]. The Mercier criterion can be violated from
the plasma centre to the region with the large pressure
gradient in the ITB region when the (q0-qmin)/qmin is
high in JT-60U [233].
Because the foot point of ITB often locates near the
rational surface, the ITB plasma with convex curvature
is more dangerous due to the larger pressure gradient
near the foot point of ITB. In contrast, the ITB plasma
with concave curvature, where the pressure gradient is
smaller near the foot point of ITB, is more preferable for
avoiding the MHD activity localized at the ITB region.
In fact, the minor MHD collapse appears at the convex
ITB phase but not in the concave ITB phase in JT-60U
as seen in figure 40(c). In the plasmas without ITB,
the control of local current profile is important to satisfy
the Mercier criterion in the stable region, and modulated
ECCD associated with the phase of magnetic island has
been the useful tool to stabilize the NTM activity [234].
However, in the plasmas with ITB, the control of pressure
gradient near the rational surface is more important be-
cause the pressure gradient near the foot point (in many
cases near the rational surface) itself is closely related to
the stability. The strong non-linearity of the transport,
which sometimes causes the oscillation of temperature
gradient, has a strong impact on the trigger of MHD sta-
bility in the plasma with ITB. These results suggest the
importance of understanding non-local transport which
causes curvature transition. The deeper understanding
of non-local transport is necessary for avoiding the MHD
collapse or disruptions [235–237] and for sustaining the
stable steady-state ITB plasmas in future tokamak de-
vice.
The candidate of the mechanism causing MHD collapse
in the ITB plasma even at low β is resistive interchange
mode [238] or barrier localized mode [239]. The effect of
the toroidal flow shear profile on the dynamics of ITB
evolution is investigated. It is found that the decorre-
lation between meso-scale modes and ITG driven modes
due to the toroidal flow shear can prevent global relax-
ation [240]. Detailed study for the avoidance of MHD
collapse by controlling the input torque of NBI has been
done in JT-60U. It was found that the MHD collapse oc-
curs when the qmin becomes integer (2,3,4) [63] and it
is important to reduce the pressure gradient at the ra-
tional surface or increase the MHD stability limit. The
discharges with co-NBI or counter-NBI were considered
to be most preferable to the avoidance of MHD collapse
because fast toroidal rotations would contribute to the
stability of MHD modes through the wall stabilization
[241].
Two techniques have been developed to avoid this ter-
mination event: a reduction of the heating power level
34
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FIG. 41: (a) Time evolution of ion temperature gradient at
ITB and radial profiles of radial electric field shear (Er shear)
in (b) balanced NBI (t = 5.9 s), (c) co-NBI (t = 6.25 s), and
(d) counter-NBI (t = 6.6 s) phase in the negative magnetic
shear plasma in JT-60U. Here ”∇p” and ”∇Vϕ” are the pres-
sure gradient term and the toroidal rotation term of radial
electric field shear of E′r, respectively (from figure 6(a) and
figure 7(a)(b)(d) in [63]).
to control the pressure gradient directly, as in JET and
JT-60U, and a transition to H-mode where an edge pres-
sure gradient develops and makes the pressure profile
less peaked [242]. Although the coexistence of H-mode
pedestal helps to avoid the ITB termination due to the
sharp pressure gradient, if the ELM activity becomes
large enough, the ELM crash also triggers the ITB col-
lapse. The torque control is considered to be a useful tool
to reduce the temperature gradient (weaken the ITB at
the rational surface) through Er shear control as well as
heating power control, because the plasma toroidal ro-
tation has significant contribution to the formation of
radial electric field. Figure 41(a) shows an example of
Er shear modification in the ITB region through torque
control in JT-60U [63]. It is an important characteristic
that the radial profiles of Er shear due to the toroidal
rotation shear are quite different for balanced, co- and
counter-NBI due to the shape and sign difference in the
toroidal rotation velocity. When the NBI torque input is
switched from balanced to co-injection, the ion tempera-
ture gradient suddenly starts to show the degradation at
t = 6.25 s and it recovers gradually after the NBI torque
input is returned to balanced. As seen in the figure 41(b),
the large Er shear is sustained at balanced NBI phase (t
= 5.9 s) in the wide range of plasma (r/a = 0.4 - 0.7)
because the sign of the Er shear due to the second deriva-
tive of ion pressure and that due to the toroidal rotation
velocity shear matches. In contrast, the magnitude of Er
shear decreases and the width of the Er shear becomes
narrow at co-NBI phase (t = 6.25 s) because the sign of
the Er shear due to the second derivative of ion pressure
and that due to the toroidal rotation shear becomes op-
posite at the outer half of the ITB region (r/a = 0.5 -
0.65) as seen in figure 41 (c). In the counter-NBI phase
(t = 6.6 s), both the Er shear due to the second deriva-
tive of ion pressure and that due to the toroidal rotation
becomes small as seen in figure 41(d).
It was reported that the MHD collapse can be avoided
by controlling the torque input in the ITB plasma with
qmin = 4 [80, 243] or by reducing the heating power in
the ITB plasma with qmin = 3 [232]. However, the MHD
collapse at qmin = 2 can not be avoided for large ITB
by either control of torque input or power input, and
it was found that the steady-state sustainment of the
ITB plasma with low safety factor is more difficult [244].
It was also demonstrated that the lower hybrid current
drive (LHCD) can contribute to maintaining the q profile,
which is suitable for the large ITB with longer time du-
ration in tokamaks [81–85]. The q profile achieved in the
long-lasting ITB is consistent with the simulation results
which include the spectral broadening induced by para-
metric instability [245]. Non-disruptive β collapses with a
regular intermittency have been observed after a forced
turn-off of neutral beam current drive (NBCD) in JT-
60U fully non-inductive, reversed shear (RS) discharges
[246]. These experiments show that the careful control
of q profiles is necessary to sustain the ITB plasma in
steady-state in tokamak.
C. Electron and ion temperature ratio
In the future device with nuclear fusion reaction, the
electron heating due to the alpha particle will be dom-
inant. Therefore the effect of electron heating on the
ion transport in the ITB plasma will be an important
issue. In order to have prospects for the achievement of
high performance in the nuclear fusion device in future,
where the electron heating by α-particles becomes dom-
inant, the effect of electron heating to the ion transport
has been investigated by adding the ECH heating to the
NBI heated plasma [247–249]. As seen in figure 42(a)(b),
there is no degradation of ion transport observed after the
electron temperature increases due to the electron heat-
ing by ECH in JT-60U negative magnetic shear plasma.
However, in the positive magnetic shear plasma in JT-
60U, the degradation of ion transport occurs after the
ECH was applied as seen in the decrease of ion temper-
ature gradient at the ρ = 0.4 - 0.5 in figure 42 (c)(d).
This degradation of ion transport is due to the increase
of the Te/Ti ratio due to electron heating. It is an in-
teresting observation that the impact of the Te/Ti ratio
to the ion transport is quite different between the plas-
mas with negative and positive magnetic shear in toka-
maks. Similar behavior is also observed in the negative














































































FIG. 42: Radial profiles of electron and ion temperature in
the negative magnetic shear plasma in JT-60U (a) before and
(b) after the ECH is applied, in the positive magnetic shear
plasma in JT-60U (c) before and (d) after the ECH is applied
(from figure 2(a) and figure 7(a)(c) in [248]), and electron and
ion temperature and electron density in the negative shear
(normal shear) in LHD (e) before and (f) after the ECH is
applied (from figure 3(c)(g) in [249]).
tions are consistent with gyrokinetic simulations, which
show a smaller increase of the growth rates of the ion
temperature gradient mode with increasing Te/Ti in the
negative magnetic shear plasma [250].
The degradation of ion transport due to ECH is more
visible in the helical plasmas, where the magnetic shear is
negative in the normal configuration, when the Te/Ti ra-
tio exceeds critical value (∼ 1). As seen in figure 42(e)(f),
the ion temperature gradient in the core region of reff/a99
= 0.2 - 0.4 significantly decreases associated with the
increase of the Te/Ti ratio due to the additional ECH.
The impact of Te/Ti ratio on ion transport commonly
observed both in tokamak and helical plasma suggests
that the turbulence determining the ion transport (ITG
is one of the candidates) is sensitive to the Te/Ti ra-
tio and it sharply increases as the Te/Ti ratio exceeds a
critical value (≥ 1). However, the different response of
the Te/Ti ratio to the ion transport is unclear, because
the difference in magnetic shear alone can not explain
the experimental results observed in the differences in
positive/negative magnetic shear in tokamak and nega-
tive magnetic shear plasma in helical system consistently.
These experiments imply the importance of the control
of Te/Ti ratio not be too high (not exceeding a critical
value) in order to sustain the good property of ion ITB.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this section, the definition and identification of the
ITB is discussed. In this review paper, when the plasma
has a bifurcation of flux gradient relation between en-
hanced transport and reduced transport as illustrated in
figure 43 (a), the plasma is categorized to ITB plasma.
In the linear transport, the heat flux normalized by den-
sity is proportional to the temperature gradient and the
thermal diffusivity defined by the ratio of normalized heat
flux to temperature gradient has constant value. In the
L-mode plasmas, the thermal diffusivity increases as the
temperature gradient is increased due to the non-linear
increase of turbulence level, which is called the enhance-
ment of transport. In contrast, the thermal diffusivity
can decrease as the temperature gradient is increased in
the improved mode by turbulence suppression, which is
recognized as reduced transport. This bifurcation causes
the discontinuity of temperature gradient for a given heat
flux as seen in figure 43(b), hence the discontinuity of the
temperature gradient in radius. The ITB region can be
defined as the region where the thermal diffusivity de-
creases as the temperature gradient is increased. In the
plasma with ITB, there is L-mode region, where the ther-
mal diffusivity increases as the temperature gradient is
increased. A discontinuity of temperature gradient ap-
pears at the interface between the ITB region and the
L-mode region, and this interface point is usually called
ITB foot.
In general, there are two locations that show the dis-
continuity of temperature gradient in radius: one is a foot
point, where the temperature gradient is larger inside and
smaller outside and the other is a shoulder point, where
the temperature gradient is smaller inside and larger out-
side. At the lower heat flux, the discontinuity of temper-
ature gradient in radius becomes small. In this case the
change in temperature gradient (or thermal diffusivity)
between low heating power (L-mode plasma) and high
heating power give us the information of the foot and
the shoulder point, because thermal diffusivity should
decrease in the ITB region (outside shoulder point and
inside foot point) and slightly increase in the L-mode re-
gion (inside shoulder point and outside foot point) as the
heat flux is increased. Because the discontinuity of trans-
port near the magnetic axis is hardly detected due to the
lack of sufficient heat flux, the shoulder is not always
observed in the ITB plasmas.
The identification of ITB using the flux-gradient rela-
tion was done in LHD plasma, where the foot point and
time of the transition from L-mode to improved mode
(the timing of formation of ion ITB) is not so clear com-





























FIG. 43: Flux gradient relation of heat transport in (a)
toroidal plasma and (b) the plasma with internal transport
barrier (ITB).
the flux-gradient relation during the linear confinement
mode (phase I), L-mode (phase II), and ITB formation
(phase III) in the outer region (reft/a99 = 0.84) and in-
ner region (reft/a99 = 0.57) of ITB foot. In phase I,
the ion heat flux normalized by density increases linearly
as the ion temperature gradient is increased in both the
inner and outer regions of ITB foot. In phase II, the
normalized ion heat flux sharply increases even with the
small increase of ion temperature gradient in both the
inner and outer regions of ITB foot, which indicates that
the plasma is in the L-mode phase. In phase III, associ-
ated with the increases of normalized ion heat flux, the
ion temperature gradient inner region of ITB foot shows
significant increase while that outer region of ITB foot
shows decreases. The flux-gradient relation clearly shows
the timing when the ITB formation starts (It is 2.102 sec
in this example.) and where the ITB foot locates. These
results clearly demonstrate that the precise evaluation
of the timing of formation/termination and location of
foot/shoulder points of the ITB requires the time depen-
dent flux-gradient relation analysis at various position of
the plasma, because the evaluation from the radial profile
of temperature and density alone is sometimes difficult,
especially for the weak ITB plasma.
In summary, the characteristics of ion and electron
heat transport and electron and impurity particle trans-
port of the ITB plasmas in tokamak and helical devices
FIG. 44: Flux gradient relation between ion heat flux normal-
ized by density and ion temperature gradients at the normal-
ized minor radius of (a) 0.84 (outside the ITB) and (b) 0.57
(inside the ITB) (from figure 2(a)(b) in [120]).
are reviewed. The ITB is defined as the appearance of
discontinuity of temperature, flow velocity, or density
gradient in radius. These gradients become larger in
the ITB region, although the heat, momentum or par-
ticle flux are almost unchanged between inside and out-
side ITB at the ITB boundary where the discontinuity
of gradients appear. From the radial profiles of temper-
ature, flow velocity and density the ITB is characterized
by three parameters of normalized temperature gradient,
R/LT , the location, ρITB, and the width, W/a and can be
expressed by ‘weak’ ITB (small R/LT ) or ‘strong’ (large
R/LT ), ‘small’ ITB (small ρITB) or ‘large’ ITB (large
ρITB), and ‘narrow’ (small W/a) or ‘wide’ (large W/a).
There is a wide variety of the magnitude of gradient, lo-
cation, and width of ITB. The ‘strong’ ITB tends to be
‘narrow’ and the ‘weak’ ITB tends to be ‘wide’. There-
fore in many cases the central parameter (temperature,
flow velocity and density) in the ‘strong’ ITB plasma is
not always higher than that in the ‘weak’ ITB plasma.
From the stability point of view, the ‘weak’ and ‘wide’
ITB is preferable and ‘large’ ITB is desirable for the high
performance of confinement.
The difference of ITB profiles between tokamak and
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helical ITB plasmas is summarized in table 1. Although
there are wide varieties of the temperature profile in
tokamak ITB plasma, the temperature profile in helical
plasma does not have variety. The electron ITB in helical
plasma is usually strong, narrow, and small, while that in
tokamak plasma can be weak or strong, narrow or wide,
and medium or large. The ion ITB in helical plasma
is weak wide and large, while that in tokamak plasma
can be weak or strong, narrow or wide, and medium or
large. These differences are attributed to the freedom of
current profile and hence magnetic shear, which is very
restricted in the helical plasmas where the magnetic field
structure is mainly determined by the external coil cur-
rent. The clear differences are observed in electron den-
sity and impurity density profiles. The density profile
becomes peaked in tokamak ion-ITB plasma, while it is
flat and almost unchanged in the ion-ITB plasma and
becomes hollow in the electron ITB in helical plasmas.
The impurity density profile becomes peaked in tokamak
electron and ion-ITB plasma, but it is usually hollow in
the electron and ion-ITB in helical plasmas.
Table 1: Comparison of ITB profiles between tokamak
and helical plasmas.
Profile Tokamak Helical
e-ITB strength (R/LT ) weak∼strong strong
e-ITB width (W/a) narrow∼wide narrow
e-ITB region (ρITB) medium∼large small
ion-ITB strength weak∼strong weak
ion-ITB width narrow∼wide wide
ion-ITB region medium∼large large
density in e- and ion-ITB flat∼peaked flat∼hollow
impurity in e- and ion-ITB flat∼peaked flat∼hollow
There are three key physics elements for the ITB for-
mation, radial electric field shear, magnetic shear, and
rational surface (and/or magnetic island). The E × B
shear, or the so-called radial electric field (Er) shear, can
suppress the turbulence and contribute to the formation
of ITB. Both the steady state macro-scale E × B shear
(mean flow shear) and oscillating meso scale E×B shear
(zonal flow) have a strong impact on tilting and break-
ing the turbulence eddy. Recent detailed analysis of the
radial electric field revealed that the second derivative
of radial electric field E ×B curvature is also important
when the scale length of radial electric field is comparable
to the size of turbulence eddy. The ITB foot, where the
discontinuity of temperature or density gradient appears,
often appears near the rational surface. In the monotonic
magnetic shear the ITB foot is observed near the rational
surface. There are experimental results that demonstrate
the role of magnetic island on the formation of ITB. Al-
though the pressure profile becomes flat at the O-point of
magnetic island, the reduction of turbulence and hence
the reduction of transport are expected at the bound-
ary of magnetic island. In the reversed magnetic shear
plasmas, the ITB foot often appears near the qmin loca-
tion, when qmin crosses the rotational surface. However,
there are experimental results which demonstrate that
the qmin at the rational surface is not always required
for the formation of ITB. Since the contribution of boot-
strap current can be significant in the plasma with ITB,
a strong positive feedback process between the change in
magnetic shear due to the generation of bootstrap cur-
rent and the change in pressure gradient due to reduction
or enhancement of transport is considered to be a crucial
issue.
The characteristics of electron and ion heat transport
and electron (nearly equal to the bulk ion in the plasma
with low impurity content due to the quasi-neutrality)
and impurity transport are reviewed. There are signifi-
cant differences in ion heat transport and electron heat
transport. The difference of electron heat, ion heat, and
particle, and transport coupling between tokamak and
helical ITB plasmas are summarized in table 2. There
is almost no correlation between the electron heat trans-
port and the ion heat transport in helical plasmas, which
is in contrast to the strong correlation of electron and
ion heat transport in many cases in tokamak plasma.
For example, only the electron heat transport or only
ion heat transport or both heat transport are improved,
which suggests that the simple concept of turbulence sup-
pression by radial electric field shear can not explain the
variety of ion and election heat transport or electron and
impurity transport. In many cases, transport improve-
ment is observed in all transport channels, ion heat, elec-
tion heat, particle, and impurity transport in tokamak.
However, only electron heat or ion heat or particle trans-
port is improved in helical plasmas. The mechanism that
causes the difference in the characteristics of ITB between
tokamak plasmas and helical plasmas is open to discus-
sion. The existence of the plasma current is the most
likely reason to explain the difference in tokamak and
helical plasma, because the turbulent transport is domi-
nant rather than the neoclassical transport at the emerg-
ing of the ITB, where the feedback loop of the suppres-
sion of turbulence starts. It is also an important differ-
ence that the radial electric field is mainly determined by
poloidal rotation velocity in helical plasma, while there
is a significant contribution of toroidal rotation on the
radial electric field in tokamak. Therefore, the coupling
between toroidal rotation on the radial electric field is
strong in tokamak ITB plasma but it is relatively weak
in helical ITB plasma. The understanding of the physics
mechanism causing the different characteristics between
tokamak and helical ITB is important for improving the
prospect for the simultaneous ITB formation of ion and
electron heat transport and particle transport for the fu-
ture device.
Table 2: Comparison of transport coupling between toka-
mak and helical ITB plasmas.
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Transport coupling Tokamak Helical
χi and χe strong correlation no correlation
χi,e and D strong correlation anti-correlation
Vϕ and Er strong weak
It is also an important finding that the non-diffusive
terms in momentum transport and impurity transport
become more dominant in the plasma with ITB. It is an
interesting question whether this is because of the de-
crease of the diffusive term or the change in non-diffusive
term. The difference of non-diffusive terms in momen-
tum transport between tokamak and helical ITB plas-
mas is summarized in table 3. The non-diffusive terms
in momentum transport can be co- or counterdirection
depending on the turbulence state in both tokamak and
helical plasmas. Associated with the transition from L-
mode plasma to ITB plasma, the toroidal rotation ve-
locity is accelerated to the counterdirection in tokamak
plasma, while it is accelerated to the codirection in he-
lical plasma. The reversal of the sign of non-diffusive
terms in momentum transport and impurity transport
associated with the formation of ITB reported in helical
plasma is an important finding. These results suggest
that the non-diffusive terms are very sensitive to the tur-
bulent state compared to the diffusive term. The change
in non-diffusive terms can be used as a sensitive indica-
tion for the change in turbulence state when one would
search for the new operation scenario with the improved
confinement mode. The other important finding is the
sign difference of non-diffusive term of impurity. The
convention of impurity is inward and impurity accumu-
lation is observed in most of the ITB plasma in tokamak,
while it is outward and impurity hole is observed in heli-
cal plasmas. The gyro-kinetic simulation fails to explain
the outward convection of impurity in helical plasma, and
further theoretical work is necessary in order to explain
the sign difference in the convection term of impurity in
tokamak and helical plasmas.
Table 3: Comparison of non-diffusive terms inside ITB
region between tokamak and helical ITB plasmas.
Non-diffusive term Tokamak Helical
momentum transport counterdirection codirection
impurity transport inward outward
The dynamics of ITB formation and termination have
been studied in various devices both in tokamak and he-
lical plasmas. The difference of dynamics between toka-
mak and helical ITB plasmas is summarized in table 4.
In some discharges, the emergence location of ITB is far
inside the ITB foot in the steady state phase. The ITB re-
gion shows the radial propagation during the formation of
ITB. It is an interesting fact that the radial propagation
of ion ITB is usually outward in tokamak plasma, while
it is inward in LHD helical plasma. The physics mech-
anism causing this difference in the direction of radial
propagation is open to question, and should be clarified
in future. The outward propagation in tokamak stops at
the minimum q (qmin ) location and the ITB foot point
tracks to the qmin location in the steady-state phase in
the plasma with strong reversed magnetic shear, while
it stops at rational surfaces in the plasma with positive
magnetic shear. These results show the important role of
minimum q and rational surface in determining the loca-
tion of the ITB foot. These experimental results suggest
that the role of the rational surface is not only trigger-
ing the formation of ITB but also controlling the radial
propagation of ITB region and regulating the final state
of formation of ITB (steady-state ITB).
Table 4: Comparison of dynamics between tokamak and
helical ITB plasmas.
Dynamics Tokamak Helical
radial propagation during formation outward inward
termination in e- or ion-ITB yes no
termination in particle-ITB yes yes
The also are the differences in the termination of ITB
between tokamak and helical ITB plasmas. MHD event
often (but not always) triggers the termination of ion
ITB in tokamak plasma, but not in helical plasma. One
of the reasons for this difference is due to the fact that
ion ITB plasma in helical plasma is restricted in the low
β region. The particle ITB plasma with high β is often
terminated by MHD event in helical plasma.
The non-local transport plays an important role in de-
termining the radial profile of temperature and density.
The finding of the spontaneous change in temperature
curvature (second radial derivative of temperature) in the
ITB region is important because the curvature change
in the ITB region has a strong impact on the gradient
near the foot point of ITB. The pressure gradient be-
comes significantly large (sometimes exceeding the limit
for MHD stability) just inside the ITB foot in the ITB
plasma with convex shape, while it can be moderate (well
below the MHD limit) in the ITB plasma with concave
shape. Therefore the non-local transport and the cur-
vature of ITB is an important issue to predict the MHD
limit and sustainment of high beta steady-state ITB plas-
mas.
The formation mechanism of ITB is much more com-
plicated than the formation mechanism of edge transport
barrier (ETB) such as H-mode. Therefore the H-mode
power threshold database has been well developed, but
not the ITB power threshold. This is because the heat
flux at the location where the ITB is formed strongly de-
pends on its location for the given total heating power.
An analysis of the data for the formation of an ITB
with dominant ion heating in different tokamaks was per-
formed for the purpose of creating the database of ITB
[196]. However, only the expression for the power re-
quired to form an ITB is given using global variables,
because of the complicity of the formation mechanism of
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ITB.
Here it is interesting to discuss the critical physics is-
sues in the ITB plasmas [9]. The understanding of radial
propagation of ITB is a crucial issue because the mecha-
nism of the radial propagation of ITB region is strongly
coupled with the non-local transport, which has not been
well understood yet. There are many studies on how the
radial electric field shear and magnetic field shear affect
on the suppression of turbulence and the improvement
of transport. Since there is a strong positive feedback
process between the development of radial electric field
shear and magnetic field shear and increase of pressure
gradient due to the improvement of confinement, the un-
derstanding of each physics element is required to provide
a good prospect for the property of ITB plasmas in future
devices.
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